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Transnational Ikat:
An Asian Textile on the Move
On January
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1, 2013,
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and
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over 40 of
these
Curator: Professor Susan Rodgers, Sociology and Anthropology
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textiles,
both in
their
deeply ceremonial forms and in their vibrantly commercialized versions.
Ikat is a ‘textile on the move’ today: moving across borders from Southeast Asia to
different parts of the world, moving from ritual use to American fashion wear and
other marketplace forms, moving from Asian villages to international museum and
art collecting circuits. The exhibition focuses on ikats from eastern Indonesia,
Sumatra, Sulawesi, and Malaysia’s Sarawak state.
Curator Susan Rodgers (anthropology, Holy Cross) and three Holy Cross student
docents (Hana Carey, Tricia Giglio, Martha Walters) did fieldwork in summer 2012
to explore the exhibition’s “transnational ikat” themes in Bali, Indonesia and
Kuching, Sarawak; their research was supported by the Andrew W. Mellon program
at Holy Cross. This website (authored by all four researchers) reports their
findings about this rapidly, exuberantly commercializing Asian cloth. The website
also provides introductory background information about ikat.
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Transnational Ikat: An Asian Textile on the Move
Iris and B. Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross, 1/24/13 to 3/1/13
Curator, Professor Susan Rodgers, Sociology and Anthropology, Holy Cross
Student Docents: Hana Carey, ’13; Tricia Giglio, ’14; Martha Walters, ‘14

Healing Textiles
Ikat as Fashion

Ikat is often considered the
prototypical village Southeast
Asian cloth, hand-woven of
handspun cotton and indelibly
linked to “tradition” and myth.
Often woven on back-strap
looms, ikat entails the intricate
dyeing of one or (more rarely)
both sets of yarns into patterns
before the loom is strung for the
final weaving of the textile.
Small ties or ikats are used to
bind the threads, forming a
resist during dyework. The
Indonesian and Malay verb
mengikat means “to tie off.”

Ikat at NGOs
2012 Fieldwork
Transnational Ikat
Exhibition

A warp ikat cotton sarong, West Timor or Timor Leste

In much of village Southeast
Asia, ikat dyeing and weaving is
associated with women, the
supernatural, and ceremonial exchange at marriage. Weaving an ikat on the loom
is sometimes likened to the “weaving” of a fetus in the womb, and soaking the
threads in deep natural dyes from tree barks and special leaves evokes the powers
of female fertility and family fortune. Village ikat technologies also reference the
supernatural realm of ancestors and spirits. Yet, this vision of Southeast Asian ikat
as an overwhelmingly traditional cloth type misses much of this textile’s full
creativity, both historically and in contemporary times. Ikat has long crossed
borders as a cloth of commercial marketplaces, fashion worlds, and international
art collecting. Ikat is thus a vibrantly transnational textile of insular Southeast Asia
and beyond. This full range of ikat’s aesthetic power is the focus of the 2013
exhibition at the College of the Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, USA. Ikats
displayed in the exhibition come from Sumba,
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Flores, and other parts of eastern Indonesia;
from Bali, Sumatra, and Sulawesi; and from
Iban societies in Malaysia’s Sarawak state. The
ikats come from both handlooms and factory
floors. The exhibition draws on 2012
fieldwork by Professor Susan Rodgers
(anthropology, Holy Cross) and Holy Cross
student docents Hana Carey, Tricia Giglio, and
Martha Walters. Fieldwork included study of
two non-governmental organizations or NGOs:
Threads of Life in Ubud, Bali, and the Tun
Jugah Foundation in Kuching, Malaysia. The
four researchers have jointly written this
website to the exhibition.    

Example of commercialized,
touristic ikat today, ikat
backpack, Bali, 2012
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<Previous Exhibit Listing Next>
Patola
North India, traded to Indonesian islands
Silk, natural dyes, double ikat
Circa 1790s
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2006.05.01

Transnational Ikat
Exhibition

A circa 1790s silk, double ikat patola trade cloth (a study piece, with several
holes). This shimmering cloth was originally made in north India and was
probably conveyed to the Indonesian islands by Indian merchants, who came to
that area in search of spices, aromatic resins and other tropical forest products,
and precious metals. Or, the patola could have been brought to the Indonesian
islands by Dutch traders in search of the same products. There was a sharp
hunger for patola textiles among wealthy royal families in places like coastal
Sumatra and Borneo at the height of the patola trade with India, from the 1400s
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C.E. and extending for several centuries. The lustrous quality of the silk, the
vibrant reds and golds, and especially the sharpness of the motifs in the center
fields of these special double ikats entranced local nobles. They displayed their
new patola as banners and wrappings for altars and houses, at ceremonial times.
Indonesian weaver women were also fascinated and began to make their own
versions of the patola motif structures on their own back strap looms (the tumpals
or rows of triangles at the bottom and top of the cloth; the bold selvedge bands;
the busily filled central field with florals, geometrics, or animals and humans).
Many Indonesian ikat cloths in places like Sumatra, Sulawesi, Bali, Flores, and so on
are localized, creative versions of the generic patola design ideas.
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Head cloth, ikat textile, headcloth
Iban people, Sarawak, probably First District near Kuching
Handspun cotton and mercerized cotton (yellow and red bands along the
sides)
Warp ikat overall with sungkit band in middle (a kind of supplemental weft
wrapping technique). Twined fringe.
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.01

2012 Fieldwork
Transnational Ikat
Exhibition

Detail
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A man’s ceremonial headcloth from Sarawak. This is a most unusual Iban textile
for the weaver has combined more standard warp ikat for the top and bottom of
the cloth with broad bands of supplementary weft sungkit work across the middle
of the cloth. This probably shows trade cloth influence from the sea coast; the
Kuching area has long been a cosmopolitan one tied to Sumatra, the Malay
peninsula, and Sulawesi. In the middle of the textile, the narrow tumpal motifs
(elongated triangles) also ally this cloth with broader-scale, archipelago-wide
ikatting and songket traditions.
This is a border-crossing ikat cloth par excellence, given its mixed design history.
The headcloth was probably a marker of wealth and high status; its sea trade
connections to the wider Malay Muslim world may have added extra luster.
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Pua kombu ikat textile, ceremonial hanging
Iban people, Sarawak, Second Division
Handspun cotton, warp ikat.
Second half of 19th century
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.02

Ikat at NGOs
2012 Fieldwork
Transnational Ikat
Exhibition

Detail

This very large pua kombu ceremonial hanging is lively with creatures and spirit
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figures in its busy center field. Some motifs may possibly relate to the trophy head
pattern. The borders show a spiral imagery, which is sometimes linked to tiger
imagery. There may also be a winged creature at issue here. Like many pua
kombu this cloth incorporated images from the tropical forest and the unseen
world of spirits, linked to rites of passage in Iban longhouses.
The ikat was made in two panels, on back strap looms. Today, Iban weaving is
done in villages but also in urban scenes such as the weaving studio at the Tun
Jugah Foundation, and in touristic venues, such as in mock-longhouses in the
Sarawak Cultural Village.
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Pua Kombu ikat textile, ceremonial hanging
Iban people, 3rd Division, Sarawak, Malaysia
Handspun cotton, warp ikat, natural dyes
Second half of 19th century
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.03
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half view
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Detail
This large warp ikat is made in four panels and has strong ground color and razor
sharp ikat. The ikat work is quite exceptional: the patterns are clearly defined,
with approximately 30 paired warps per inch. This ikat took many months or even
several years for its woman creator to complete. The center field shows mythical
tigers (buah remaung) in deep, dark coloration in alluring reds, blacks, and
creams.
The several selvedge bands are particularly effective: softly ikatted, with complex
small motifs. In overall design, as is the case with many Iban and Dayak pua
cloths, this textile has the general layout of an old patola Indian trade cloth, with a
busy center field, forceful selvedge bands, and stripes and rows of motifs at each
end of the cloth.
Pua Kombu were used to enclose ritual spaces and wrap sacred objects in Iban
ceremonies of life and death. Women’s work in dyeing and weaving these textiles
was sometimes seen as “the women’s warpath” closely related to their bravery in
gestating and birthing babies. The ritual counterpart to that in Iban village
thought was “the man’s warpath”: the literal war journey young men once took into
enemy territory to do battle and sometimes bring back an enemy’s head. When the
latter was brought into the Iban village, it was welcoming by women holding pua
cloths, to swaddle it. Today many Iban see such activities as “old traditions” no
longer to be followed.
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<Previous Exhibit Listing Next>
Pua kombu ceremonial hanging
Iban people, Third district, Sarawak
Handspun cotton
Second half of 19th century
Warp ikat
Gift of Anne and John Summerfield
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.04

Ikat at NGOs
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Transnational Ikat
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Very large pua from the third district of Sarawak: a huge warp ikat ceremonial
hanging by an Iban weaver woman who was obviously an expert. She used
approximately 38 paired warps per inch, to make a razor sharp ikat with truly
inspired artistry. The cotton handspun thread is strong throughout; quality of the
weaving is excellent. The dark indigo strips add to the typical red-brown hook
designs.
The motifs may be spirit figures or river creatures. The central field is filled with
vivid geometric designs and the selvedge bands (there are several) have
exceptional ikatting work in them coursing down the textile. The red dye work is
strong and rich. Note the rows of motifs at each end of the ikat, giving the cloth a
patola-like design.
This pua was made in four panels, since a regular sized back strap loom could not
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possibly accommodate so large a textile.
Iban weaver women often see themselves as individual, named weavers, with
distinctive styles. They are often happy to be named as the creators of specific
pua, although this cloth is not so identified.
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Porilonjong ikat, ceremonial hanging
Toraja people (probably Karataon Toraja), Sulawesi, Indonesia
Cotton warp ikat, natural dyes
Circa 1900 to 1920s
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2010.09.05

Ikat as Fashion
Ikat at NGOs
2012 Fieldwork
Transnational Ikat
Exhibition

Detail

This is an extremely large and quite rare warp ikat with a striking red background
and bold selvedge bands in black, cream, and red. The ceremonial hanging is
made in three parts: the two side panels are striped borders and the center field is
divided into big bands of motifs in geometric designs seen frequently in the Toraja
repertoire. The textile was woven in Rongkong and this type of cloth was traded
throughout the far-flung Toraja areas in upland Sulawesi.
These cloths were used in many ways: in funeral ceremonies, wrapping around the
interior and exterior of the house for the week-long death celebration, and to
demarcate a sacred area. In other words, this is not an ikat used as clothing for
people but as ritual garb for homes and altar spaces.
Sulawesi is a separate island from Kalimantan/Sarawak and the Toraja peoples are
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surely different from the Ibans and Dayaks. However, one can usefully compare
the aesthetic animation of Toraja ikats like this one to the more familiar pua cloths
of Borneo. A similar vividness of geometric design field, and a similar color range,
is found in all these types of ikats.
The summer 2012 fieldwork photograph shows student docents Tricia Giglio and
Hana Carey examining a contemporary Karataon Toraja ikat cloth under the
instruction of Jean Howe, co-founder of the international NGO Threads of Life,
based in Bali, Indonesia. The three are seen in the research studio of the NGO in
Ubud, an arts and tourism town. A case study of Threads of Life and their ikat
work is found elsewhere in the exhibition.
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Single panel man’s head wrapper, Kain limar
Palembang Malay people, Palembang, South Sumatra, Indonesia
Circa 1900
Silk and gold-wrapped thread
Ikat with bands of delicate songket along four sides; songket stars
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2005.04.07
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Detail
This ceremonial head wrapping for a wealthy nobleman of Palembang shows that
ikat sometimes combines with quite different cloth-making techniques: in this
case, luxurious and high-status songket work. In songket, supplementary wefts of
metal-wrapped thread are added in horizontally across the cloth as the textile is
built up on the loom. Bamboo pattern sticks are used to form a small shed of
space into which the supplementary wefts may be inserted by the weaver. The
gold-wrapped threads go over and under just a few warps in fine kain limar like
this one, forming delicate, intricate designs. The weaver was quite expert. In
Sumatra, songket is generally associated with Muslim, mercantile old trade states.
This head tie could have been used in a grand occasional such as the installation of
a new sultan. The silk ikat work in this textile is especially fine. Blossoms and
stars are favorites in Palembang textiles of many types.
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Lau or woman’s skirt
East Sumba, Indonesia
Supplementary warp
Handspun cotton and plied cotton threads
Indigo and aniline dyes
Early 20th century.
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2005.04.11
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Not an ikat but a skirt made by another technique: supplementary warp (the
weaver used two superimposed sets of warps to make her designs).
Supplementary warp weaving takes a high level of skill and this lau is notably wellexecuted. The motifs show pairs of large lizards facing ceremonial trees. A
‘traditional motif’? In a typical Indonesian way: the weaver has taken her idea from
the lions rampant image on old Dutch coins. She has thus domesticated European
heraldry. She has also daubed on yellow dye to the completed cloth, to make the
gold-toned designs. This color is not woven in here.
Sumba cloths are used extensively in marriage alliance gift-giving, paired with gold
ornaments which often course among families in the opposite direction from the
cloth gifts. Hinggi-style ikats from East Sumba, shown in the Threads of Life
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section of the exhibition, are the more familiar sort of ikat from this prodigiously
creative island.
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Shoulder cloth or cloak version of a Lawo manusia
Lio people, Flores, Eastern Indonesia
Commercial cotton thread, natural dyes
1900-1950
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2005.04.05
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Detail
Dyers and weavers from Lio society in Flores are famous for their luxuriant brown
and gold-brown ikats like this one. Lawo manusia means that this cloak includes
manusia, human figures (in stick figure form, holding lamps). The humans are
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accompanied by dogs. In Flores today weaving thrives at a high level of expertise.
This cloak or shoulder cloth shows geometric shapes as well. Some Lio cloths take
elements of patola trade cloth design. Lio ikats are for everyday and ceremonial
use and are also important in marriage alliance exchange, as gifts between wifegivers and wife-receivers.
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Women’s ceremonial skirt, circa 1960s-70s
Lembata Island, Eastern Indonesia
Three-paneled warp ikat sarong
Heavy handspun cotton, natural dyes
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2009.05.02
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This densely detailed, beautifully dyed ritual skirt is also an important object of
ceremonial exchange at marriage: such textiles are used as gifts presented by the
bride’s lineage to that of the new bridegroom. In this region of Eastern Indonesia,
counter gifts from the groom’s side (that is, from the wife-receiver house’s side)
can consist of elephant tusks or precious metal ornaments such as pendants,
earrings, and chains. In Lamalohot, ivory balances gifts of ikat cloths and the pair
form a supernaturally-charged two-in-one union that empowers a new marriage
and makes it fertile.
Weavers in Flores and the nearby very small island of Lembata weave on backtension looms. These women often derive their rich red-brown dyes from roots of
the Morinda citrifolia tree. The roots are scraped and this material is beaten in a
mortar. Later other substances are added. This ikat cloth’s profound hues took
many, many dye baths to achieve over months or years, before the cloth was
woven. This skirt also shows that “seeing ikat” demands careful attention to the
subtlety of the dye work—something that other Indonesian weavers will surely look
for in evaluating a neighbor’s textile.
Expert dyers, often older women, first ask the dye plants for their kind permission
to use their magic substances, before the formal dye processes begin. Prayer to
the botanical world is a key part of the natural dye process in many areas of
Eastern Indonesia. If the spirits are not treated respectfully, the colors will not
come out right and the ikat will be ruined.
Lembata women weave on a continuous loom that typically leaves a narrow section
of the warps unwoven. Weavers often leave the cloth uncut and do not seam the
raw edges or form a fringe. Wearers fold a part of the garment over the
“unfinished” part. In marriage exchange of textiles for their various counter gifts,
an uncut ikat has enhanced power and value. When such textiles are bought by
foreign art collectors or travelers and hung on their walls at home, cutting the ikat
and treating it in that way is an issue worth thinking about.
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Woman’s sarong
Savu Island, Eastern Indonesia
Warp ikat
Mercerized cotton, natural indigo dyes
1980s
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
2005.04.10
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This is a contemporary sarong in intense blues (one light, one near-black, both
made from natural indigo dyes). Greater Blossom Clan motifs (Savu ikats are
design-coded for clan membership). A wearer would step into this cloth tube, pull
it up so that the bottom edge is even with her ankles, then tie a string tightly
around the cloth above her breasts. She would then pull the top of the tube down
over her waist and affix it there a gold or silver belt.
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A sarong in tube form, for ceremonial use and as an item of marriage alliance
exchange gift-giving. Two woven panels have been machine stitched together.
The pattern consists of bands of ikatted fabric and warp lines woven in commercial
silk thread. In Tanimbar societies, such textiles and silver ornaments such as
chains and heavy earrings are exchanged at weddings between hierarchically
ranked houses.
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Detail
Larger and smaller bands of ikat course across this striking textile, a fine example
of the Timorese weaver ‘s and dyer’s art. In the wider bands: lizards inside lizards
inside lizards—a reference to the continuity of families? Timor ikats have much
variety of dye palette and motifs; weaving expertise remains at a high level today.
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This is a somewhat more modest Lio ikat than the other Lio piece shown in the
exhibition. This ikat was purchased in 2010 in the tourist town of Candidasa in
Bali: it had been brought there by a broker who travels back and forth between ikat
weaving communities in Eastern Indonesia and Bali, bringing textiles to tourist
spots like Candidasa. These ikats are then sold to fairly well-off travelers (since
most backpacker tourists tend to stick to cheaper goods).
In the Lio villages of Flores, many communities use textiles like this one as
mantles, as ceremonial clothing, as parts of offerings, and as ritual exchange gifts
between wife-giving houses and wife-receiving houses.
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A contemporary kain limar cloth from the city of Palembang, made of cottonpolyester blend threads and metal-wrapped threads as supplementary wefts. A
kain limar is an old sort of Malay World cloth that combines ikat work in the center
of the textile with songket supplementary weft decoration in metallic thread along
the selvedge bands and bottom and top. Note how the overall design of this kain
limar mimics the general aesthetic plan of a patola. Bright colors such as this
red/pink tone are now all the rage among Palembang Malay families, who often
have collections of new and old kain limar if they have enough money.
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This is a very standard, conventionalized geringsing double ikat in its dye colors
and motif composition but its small size marks it as the sort of geringsing that
brokers are also happy to sell to tourists today in the geringsing weaving villages
of Tenganan (these include several settlements, all near the core cosmic village of
Tenganan Pegeringsingan). Today, some actual weaving of these cloths is done
outside this core village, though all of the design work and tying of the threads is
done there. This geringsing’s central motif is taken from a type with the name,
Geringsing lubeng. Each major type of geringsing has a special name.
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This is another traditional-style and heavily conventionalized geringsing in terms of
motifs and color scheme. In Tenganan the colors relate to Gods: red symbolizes
Brahma, black symbolizes Vishnu, and brown symbolizes Siwa. The motifs point to
Tenganan’s physical layout as a cosmic village and to its Bali Aga residents’
relationship to the world of the Gods. Urs Ramseyer’s chapter, “Geringsing: Magical
Protection and Communal Identity” in B. Hauer-Schaublin et al, Balinese Textiles
(1991: 116-135) provides extensive information about this special double ikat.
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A third heavily traditionalized if small geringsing double ikat. In Tenganan Dauh
Tukad we found many of this checkerboard pattern for sale in 2010.
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Geringsing weaving and dyeing in Tenganan is heavily traditionalized and the
purported “ancientness” of the motif structures and colors of these double ikats is
much celebrated in this village cluster. However, in fieldwork in 2012 and earlier
fieldwork by Susan Rodgers and Holy Cross Class of 2011 student Robin Cumella
in 2010, we found that a “new-style geringsing” has been invented: the indigo blue
version shown here.
This is an unorthodox geringsing along several dimensions: it veers far away from
the standard geringsing color pallet of blood red, blue/black, and cream/tan; it
substitutes a new motif for the usual Mandala designs. This new motif is actually
an old Balinese one: the Goddess Cili, the familiar Rice Goddess of bountiful
harvests. From interviews with one of this cloth’s promoters (and inventors) we
suspect that this new blue geringsing may have been created to meet market
demand among tourists who like attractive figural designs on ikats (like the
animals and spirits that feature so prominently on East Sumba ikats).
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Detail

This small but intense cotton ikat was woven in East Sumba on commission for the
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) Threads of Life, located in Ubud, Bali,
Indonesia. East Sumbanese weavers are famous worldwide for their brightly
colored and effusively decorated ikats, replete with populations of spirits, skull
trees, chickens, shrimp, horses, and more. As early as the 1920s Sumbanese
hinggi sarongs and cloaks were being exported to the Netherlands to decorate
walls and home furnishings. This international trade worked back on local design
worlds and motif repertoires, to intensify further the weaver women’s attraction to
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figural designs.
Hinggi per se are used as ceremonial clothing for men and women, as grave
goods, and as marriage exchange objects (countergifts to metal jewelry given to
the bride’s side by the groom’s clan). Hinggi are seen as the products of women’s
hands –as “feminine goods” much as metalwork is viewed as masculine in many
Eastern Indonesian societies. However, this small, new-style hinggi was purposely
woven so that international visitors to Indonesia might buy it as a tourism
memento or as an object to decorate a wall or a chair. The NGO Threads of Life
(explored at length in the exhibition and website) works as the commissioning
broker here. This NGO seeks to empower women and families in impoverished
Eastern Indonesian weaving communities by reviving the old techniques of weaving
and natural dye use, producing high quality textiles like this one and then selling
the cloths at the NGO’s shop in Bali or via the internet. Some of the profits then go
back to the weaver women, who might otherwise have moved totally to commercial
dyes and simpler motif repertoires. Buyers receive a photograph of the weaver
with their ikat purchase.
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This East Sumbanese hinggi has a particularly intense center field totally filled with
tree motifs and horses or deer marching across the top and bottom of the large
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cloth, in paired rows. No selvedge bands. Tightly made twined edging and wellfinished fringes. This textile was made for the international collectors’ market and
for upscale heritage tourists and was probably intended to be used as a throw for
a piece of furniture or as a wall hanging. The weaver woman is a long-time
associate of Threads of Life staff in Bali. Weavers today in East Sumba have
considerable freedom to mix and match motif elements for “trade textiles” of this
sort. Indeed, hinggi that are full of lively prancing animals and mysterious spirit
figures or frightening skull trees (once used to display enemy heads from warfare)
have sold well to international buyers since at least the 1920s and 1930s, when
the Dutch used them as home decorations in late colonial times. As
anthropologist Jill Forshee points out in Between the Folds: Stories of Cloth, Lives,
and Travels from Sumba (2001, University of Hawai’i Press), East Sumbanese
women brokers of ikat cloth are savvy manipulators of aspects of this bordercrossing trade. Some market their wares in the Indonesian capital, Jakarta, and
many travel to Bali to sell and learn new information about buyers’ tastes.
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Hinggi cloak (mantel, probably for a man)
East Sumba, Indonesia
Handspun cotton, natural dyes
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Detail
This East Sumbanese warp ikat is unusual for having a bold band of patola-derived
motifs across the middle of the central field. The old silk patola trade cloths
certainly have long influenced Sumbanese ikat hand manufacture to a degree but
this outright borrowing of the diamond-shaped forms is somewhat uncommon. At
top and bottom of the ikat: bands of hens, then bands or large naga snakes or
dragons facing a skull tree, then another smaller band of fighting cocks. The redorange, black, cream color scheme is arresting. Twining at the top and bottom
and a simple twisted fringe as well.
When Threads of Life NGO commissions a weaver to make a new hinggi she has
considerable latitude to choose and mix motifs.
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Ceremonial hanging, possibly modeled on a shroud (paporitonoling)
Karataon Toraja people, Sulawesi, Indonesia
Handspun cotton, natural dyes
Warp ikat
Purchased at Threads of Life, Ubud, Bali
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
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Detail
Several years ago Threads of Life staff began to work with ikat dyers and weavers
in Karataon Toraja communities in highland Sulawesi, providing funds to foster a
return to natural dyes and older motif repertoires. Weavers in these largely
inaccessible mountain villages are among Indonesia’s greatest experts, as shown
by the excellent weaving here, the great dye work, and the vibrancy of the bold red
and black motifs. Karataon Toraja ikats of this type have some similarities to the
overall design of Iban and Dayak weavings from Malaysian and Indonesian Borneo
(that is, from Sarawak and Kalimantan). This cloth was woven for the export
market, in collaboration with the NGO Threads of Life.
This newly woven ikat has many similarities to the historical Karataon Toraja ikat
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shown earlier in the exhibition (the very long ikat to the left as one enters the
gallery).
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Detail
Cepuk cloths woven on back strap looms were once mainstays of Balinese and
Nusa Penida ritual life and ikat weaving excellence but for many years in the late
20th century cepuk hand technologies lessened a great deal in quality. Threads of
Life NGO is working with a few Nusa Penida households to bring back reliance on
natural dyes and to retain some of the more complex motifs of older cepuk. Cepuk
can be used as wraparound cloths, inner hip cloths, cloths upon which to place
offerings, and as decorative bands for the top of a door frame in shrines
(according to a chapter on Endek in Balinese Textiles, 1991). At base, cepuk are
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magically powerful protective cloths that guard families from harm. They can also
be dangerous cloths, tied to the undersides of magic. Cepuk means “to meet, to
encounter” in the sense of encountering divine powers (Balinese Textiles 1991:
97). These are exceptionally powerful ikats.
Cepuk have a standardized layout: a middle field filled with florals and geometrics;
broad selvedge bands that include rows of Barong teeth motifs in white; more ikat
work along the selvedges; and horizontal bands at the top and bottom, to form a
patola-like overall plan. These are sacred cloths with a cosmic plan in them. Ikat
techniques can include daubing certain dyes onto the threads on the frame with
bamboo sticks (1991:96).
Many old cepuk are fragile family heirlooms and newly-woven ones like this fine
ikat are one way to recreate cepuk traditions in the here and now, especially since
some families have sold their heritage textiles to international collectors. Machinemade cepuk are available in stores and textile stalls in Denpasar; this handloomed
example is clearly of a much higher quality than those.
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Endek cloth from Pelangi Endek Shop in Sidemen, East Bali. This shop has an
endek factory out back, where women work at ATMB looms. Pelangi has notably
well-designed and well-colored endeks, for multiple markets. Cotton blend,
commercial dyes, 2012 purchase.
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Endek cloth from Nogo shop.
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Endek cloth table runner, from Nogo shop, Sanur, Bali. These goods show that
endek is a thoroughly secularized and internationalized textile today.
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Detail
Endek cloth woven at the home loom of a woman in Sidemen, 2010. Cotton blend
commercial thread and commercial dyes.
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High-endek and very well-woven endek cloth from Nogo shop in Sanur. Yardgoods
for sewing a dress or shirt. Two examples, from purchases in 2010 and 2012.
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This is a high-fashion, faintly Japanese-style coat or wrap, in excellent endek cloth,
from Nogo shop, Sanur, Bali. Nogo designers take special care to use eye-catching
commercial dye colors in abstract designs. Nogo has its own endek factory near
Ubud, which produces endek cloth on the bolt to their high standards.
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Detail

This man’s bathrobe is made of higher-end endek cloth, a weft ikat manufactured
today in East Bali, Indonesia. The bathrobe was sold in 2012 at Nogo Endek Shop
in Sanur, Bali. The bathrobe has a Japanese style, in line with the tastes of some of
Nogo’s international clientele. Much of Nogo’s endek uses abstract patterns, like
the motifs shown here on the back of this item. Since the early 20th century
endek design has been pushed away from figural designs (the God Wisnu, naga
snakes, mythical garuda birds) toward abstract shapes. See close up of this. Is
Nogo endek poised to make the big hop into New York and Los Angeles clothing
markets?
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This woman’s cocktail dress is made of finely crafted endek cloth in a silk and
polyester blend, in a classic international style of sophisticated city life. The dress
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was designed by Nogo Shop, in Sanur beach, Bali. Endek is a weft ikat found in
East Bali and now much transformed from a cloth of the high noble classes and
ritual into the stuff of cosmopolitan fashion. Nogo Shop staff assured the curator
and student docents in 2012 that this dress was always a hot item and a quick
seller to international visitors. In some contrast, elite upper middle class
Indonesians are sometimes torn between revealing, international styles like this
cocktail dress and modest busana Muslim, “Muslim fashion,” which is now popular
with many urban Indonesian women. Bali itself is mostly Hindu but Balinese
women would likely find this dress “too Western.” Nogo Shop’s endek wares are
thus positioned in fashion worlds in flux.
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Detail

Part of endek cloth production today in Bali is what might be called a geringsingreplica market, directed largely at Balinese buyers as opposed to foreign visitors to
the island. The famous, extremely hard-to-make double ikat geringsing cloths
(shown elsewhere in the exhibition) are very expensive and many Balinese families
cannot afford to pay the hundreds of dollars needed to purchase a new geringsing.
These families may not have their own inherited, heirloom geringsing. So, they
might be attracted to these ‘geringsing style’ sarongs made of cheaper endek
cloth. This sarong’s motifs are taken directly from the sacred geringsing yet in
this endek version, the sarong is affordable. These are woven in many regions of
East Bali, including the Sidemen Valley. The close up shows how very accurately
the classic geringsing motif has been replicated on this endek sarong.
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Detail
The curator and student docents purchased this “geringsing-style” sarong made of
cheaper endek cloth while on a visit to the art studio, geringsing weaving pavilion,
and textile shop of Pak Kadek, in Tenganan Dauh Tukad in summer 2012. He is a
tour guide and Tenganan history expert. He had many fine old geringsing for sale,
at the usual high prices for double ikats. But, he also showed us this moderately
priced sarong made of single ikat endek but replete with motifs taken from the
holy geringsing cloths. These endek sarongs were available for sale through the
Tenganan villages, apparently with little controversy. This one is made of a cotton
polyester blend whose lustrous quality and red tones evoke geringsing. The close
up shows detail of the classic motif; compare to the actual geringsing, above.
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Detail
Cheap sarong in garish commercial dye colors, in endek cloth. Purchased at a shop
in Tenganan Pegeringsingan, 2012. These sarongs are used as everyday clothing
in Bali. Some tourists probably use them as throws to put on furniture.
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Detail
Very cheap tourist art version of pua cloth, purchased in a shop in Kuching, 2012.
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Sibolang ikat
Toba Batak people, North Sumatra, Indonesia
Factory-made cotton thread, probably commercial dyes, 1980s
Private collection
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Detail
Toba Batak weaver women living in the Balige area and on Samosir Island in Lake
Toba, North Sumatra, are some of Southeast Asia’s most accomplished creators of
ikats. This piece is a very common sort of ulos (the Batak word for ceremonial
ikat) that a Toba family would use as a shoulder cloth, baby sling, or as an item of
ritual exchange for a wedding. The sibolang would accompany the new bride on
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her journey to her new husband’s house; the sibolang would help bring fertility
into the marriage from the wife-givers. Or, a sibolang of this modest sort could
also be given as a gift to the young woman and her first baby, by the young wife’s
family. The sibolang in that case would work as an important blessing gift,
enhancing the health of the child.
Toba Batak weavers and dyers often use stark, abstract designs of this sort.
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Ragi Hotang Ulos
Toba Batak people, North Sumatra, Indonesia
Commercial cotton threads, probably commercial dyes,
Circa 1950s-1980s
Ikat stippling and narrow warp stripes; supplementary weft at fringe ends
Private collection
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As reported by Sandra Niessen in her comprehensive Legacy in Cloth: Batak
Textiles of Indonesia (2009, KITLV Press), Toba Batak weavers “commonly interpret
the name [ragi hotang, rattan design] as referring to the ikat stipples that
resemble flecks in the bark of the rattan vine” (p. 267). Ikat work of this sort is
subtle and quite different from the big figural designs of animals or spirits found
in some Eastern Indonesian or Borneo ikats.
Ragi Hotang are woven today in the Toba regions of Silindung, Holbung, and on
Samosir Island. Some weavers today use semi-mechanized looms. As Niessen
notes, there is much variation among Ragi Hotang textiles throughout Toba.
Today, some weavers are adding in gold-wrapped thread as supplementary wefts.
This piece is more subdued, however.
In Toba village society and also among Toba émigré communities in many large
Indonesian cities, ulos (a generic word for ‘blanket,’ meaning ceremonial hand
woven Batak textiles) are used as ritual clothing, as marriage exchange gifts at
weddings (gifts from the wife givers), and as cloaks that convey supernatural
blessings. The Ragi Hotang is one of the major Toba ulos forms.
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Women’s ceremonial skirt (lawo butu), circa 1980s
Ngada people, Bajawa district, Flores, Indonesia
Handspun cotton, natural dyes, warp ikat
Private collection
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Detail
The long, narrow island of Flores in Eastern Indonesia has numerous ikat weaving
communities in its many ethnolinguistic groups. Warp ikat is the predominant
textile format in Flores for producing boldly dyed sarongs like this excellent
example in deep natural dyed indigo blue, made by weavers from Ngada villages.
Stick-figure elephants march across the cloth, which is worn as a very long sarong,
pulled over the body and then folded down over the chest. A ritual textile, lawo
butu often are decorated with geometric beaded decorations (not present here).
Other famous Flores ikat textiles are the warm brown sarongs woven by the Lio
people of Central Flores, shown elsewhere in the gallery in the “Varieties of Ikat”
section.
This indigo cloth was woven on a back strap loom and is quite “local” in its
religious and social structural meanings. Few tourist trinkets or international
fashion wear items have been made of lawo butu (to date, at least). But, this piece
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is actually quite transnational in its travels: it was purchased in an upscale
Southeast Asian “traditional textile” shop in a luxurious area of Singapore. It was
sold for about US$700 in the 1980s: far more than such an ikat would go for in a
Flores village. Middlemen art dealers, in this case Singaporean, marked up the
textile for profit. The weaver women’s degree of agency in such border-crossing
transactions is an important issue.
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Detail
Shown elsewhere in the gallery are fine old pua textiles from the handlooms of
Iban expert weavers and dyers. Shown here, by contrast, is an “airport art” version
of a pua, sold today in trinket shops in the city of Kuching, Sarawak, and in that
city’s international airport. Some of this type of textile is woven in factories.
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Detail
Cheaply made version of a pua textile, for tourists and others in search of a
memento of Iban life. These are manufactured in factories and sold in shops along
the main commercial street in Kuching. In this type of cloth, pua motifs have
separated from their ritual textile base almost entirely.
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Sarong in cheap batik with “pua style”
Kuching, Sarawak, 2012
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The shops along Main Bazaar Street in Kuching sell a bit of everything, from cold
sodas to t-shirts to spices and pepper to cheap knock-offs of pua, to actual
antique and contemporary pua. Shown here is the lowest of the low-end: a length
of cheap cotton batik printed in “pua style.” This batik was made to be sewn into a
tubular sarong, but tourists could certainly use it for anything including home
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decoration.
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The tourism business in the city of Kuching (whose name is the Malay word for
cat) takes full advantage of all opportunities to market “things Iban” to travelers.
Here is a cheap cotton t-shirt for a baby, printed with the image of three fetching
kittens, each wearing an Iban headdress. The white kitten in the rice field hat at
right (see close up) wears an Iban pua cloth around the shoulders. The other
kittens sport headdresses that mark headhunting prowess, and noble status. These
images are not taken seriously anywhere. But, the migration of pua cloth imagery
to such a t-shirt is worth thinking about.
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Airport art types of wallets made with “pua-style” rough cotton and cotton batik
printed with motifs associated with Iban longhouses. These are all cleverly
designed, as they show iconic and well-known Iban images, are practical for
travelers, and are cheaply priced.
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Gift bag printed in motifs from classic pua ikats from Iban villages. Sold in shops
on the main shopping street for tourists in the city of Kuching.
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Shoulder cloth
West Timor or Timor Leste
Cotton thread, probably commercial dyes
Private collection
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Ikats from West Timor and Timor Leste often have bands of ikat and plainer
stripes. This ikat takes another approach: a field totally full of chicken images.
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Contemporary Timor Leste mantel, purchased 2005 in the main market in Dili.
Bright commercial dyes and bands of ikat. Used as a study table piece in the
exhibition.
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Detail of an ikat, a hinggi, from East Sumba. Purchased in Bali in 2007. Chickens,
horses, bright colors. Cotton thread, probably commercial dyes.
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Man’s shirt
Fragments of old Timorese ikat, machine-sewn together
Cotton and polyester, and some of the ikat has natural dyes
Purchased 2012 from Yosim Gallery, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia
Anne and John Summerfield Textile Study Collection
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross
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The arts and tourism town of Ubud in Bali has textile products for all tastes and
markets, from cheap cotton t-shirts for travelers to upscale high fashions in silk to
leisure wear in Javanese batik. In 2012 fieldwork for the exhibition, the curator
and student docents found that one Ubud shop (the Yosim Gallery) was selling this
beguiling if odd product: a man’s formal, long-sleeved shirt made of patchwork
pieces of old ikat sarongs and cloaks from Timor. The ikat used here is of very
high quality but has apparently been taken from old and much-used pieces, much
as one might stitch together a quilt from fragments of old clothes. This shirt (not
a shy piece) also sports bright green fabric down its front and green cuffs. Across
the yoke in the back: twined fringe, from some old piece of ikat.
For sale in the tropics to travelers there, this shirt does seem to be rather heavy
weight and hot. Would the fringe element attract buyers or make them laugh?
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Could this item be a fashion misfire, in contrast to the quick-selling endek cocktail
dress, shown elsewhere in the gallery? This shirt was designed and sewn in either
Timor Leste or West Timor, with Bali’s tourism market in mind, according to Yosim
Gallery staff.
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Like the Timor ikat man’s shirt, this miniskirt has been constructed from many
patchwork pieces of old Timor ikat, stitched together into an item of tourist
clothing (or, at least, what the Yosim Gallery considered to be popular tourist garb,
when we bought this piece in Ubud in summer 0212. The ikat in this skirt looks
particularly tattered and faded, except for the small patch bordered in blue. The
side with the zipper has a crazy quilt appearance. Cotton ikat, possibly natural
dyes for some pieces; commercial dyes for other sections; strips of factory-made
cotton as well.
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Lio ikat from Flores

Ikat is one of the most
historically ancient forms
of textile in Southeast
Asia (the photograph
shows a Lio ikat from
Flores). Some historians
of cloth assert that ikat
technologies date to the
Bronze Age. This handloomed cloth type is also
found in southern China,
Japan, Central Asia, and
in parts of Africa. These
handloom industries (and
now, factory systems of
production) vary a great
deal from one nation to

another in motifs, meanings, and dyework.
Basically, ikat cloth is made by first dyeing the warp threads or the weft threads
into intricate patterns through the time-intensive use of small ties that are placed
around the yarns by hand, to form resists. The clumps of tied threads are then
taken off their frame and plunged into a dye bath; the little sections of the yarns
that lie behind the tiny resists will not soak up that particular dye color (at least,
will not soak up color in its entirety: one of the charms of ikat is that its resultant
motifs can be blurry). The yarns are then taken out of the dye bath and dried.
This whole process can be repeated several times, to build up variegated patterns
in different colors on the threads.
All of this is done before the decorated yarns are placed onto the loom for the
actual weaving of the ikat cloth. Much ikat is woven on backstrap looms, in north
and south Sumatra, Tenganan in east Bali, and in Sulawesi, Kalimantan, and
Malaysian Sarawak. However, some ikat home industries use frame looms. In Bali
these are of the ATBM loom type (alat tenun bukan mesin, or non-mechanical
loom, in the Indonesian language, Bahasa Indonesia).
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Backstrap loom from Tenganan
village

Woman at ATBM loom

Sometimes, ATBM looms are
used in factory-like settings, as
in the Klungkung and Sidemen
areas of east Bali for weaving a
type of commercialized single
ikat called endek (as seen in
image on left). Beyond ikat
weaving per se, various other
types of frame looms are used in
other parts of the Indonesian
archipelago. Some of these have
historical connections to frame
ATBM factory
looms in mainland Southeast
Asia (to old royal court weaving
centers, which once produced luxury gold-wrapped thread cloths).
In many ikat traditions today in Indonesia and Malaysia, the actual weaving of the
textile can hold somewhat lower social importance and prestige than does the ikat
design work (that is, the planning out of the patterns for the ties) and the tying off
of the small resists to form motifs. So, ikat pattern designers and dyers (often
older women in Indonesian and Sarawak Malaysian ikat hand production) have high
social status and command public respect. In some areas, dye work is seen as
polluting and dangerous.
Oftentimes the ikat designs are said to come from dreams or from other
communications with supernatural beings and forces. Ikat also has many
ideological and religious connections to “women’s hands” and to the feminine in
general, in these home industries. But, when ikat cloth “goes commercial” as with
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contemporary endek production in Bali, these associations with gender ideologies
and religious worlds can recede from practice. That does not mean that the cloth
is a lesser object, however—rather, its regimes of meaning have shifted in focus,
from ceremony to commodity for sale. Some textile researchers and collectors
lament this transition, but we see things differently. Much ikat creativity can result
from these commercialization processes, as the exhibition “Transnational Ikat”
documents.

Types of Ikat Cloth
There are three main types of ikat: warp ikat, weft ikat, and the very much rarer
double ikat. In the latter, both sets of yarns (the warps and the wefts) are ikatted
into patterns before the weaving of the cloth on the loom occurs. As noted, the
word ikat comes from the Indonesian verb mengikat, to bind or to tie off.

geringsing double ikat, Tenganan
warp ikat sarong,
Lembata

weft ikat

In Indonesia and Malaysia, double ikat is done only in a few special weaving
villages in east Bali. These are the Tenganan Pegeringsingan settlements near
Candidasa on the coast; these three villages have become fixtures on the
international heritage tourism circuit. These very unusual east Balinese double
ikats are called geringsing cloths. (see the link Geringsing in Transition for more
information about Bali’s double ikats from 2010 fieldwork study by Professor
Susan Rodgers and Robin Cumella, Holy Cross, Class of 2011).
Geringsing are
supernaturally
powerful protective
cloths, many Balinese
assert. Geringsing
(intriguingly enough)
are also sold to
tourists and older
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various Geringsing, fromTenganan Dauh Tukad, Est Bali, 2010

geringsing from the
early 1900s circulate
worldwide in art
collecting circles.
These are extremely
expensive cloths, in
contrast to many
single ikats which are
modestly priced by

international textile collecting standards.

Various Geringsing, from Tenganan Dauh Tukad, East Bali
Geringsing are a prime example of special ikats that have crossed borders while
still indexing their rhetorics of “ancientness.” Balinese families use geringsing to
protect vulnerable youth in rites of passage ceremonies. These textiles are also
worn in ritual costumes in annual ceremonies in Tenganan, east Bali, to balance
the forces of good and evil. These ceremonies work to balance the world from
letting in too much evil; so too do these extraordinary geringsing double ikats.
Hanging such a powerful, mythic cloth on a home’s wall in America or Australia,
say (or indeed, displaying a geringsing in a college museum) is therefore not a
simple issue at all.
Each historical era in Southeast Asia has seen innovation in ikat production. In
other words, ikat has been a continually changing cloth form, despite overlays of
“tradition.” These processes have yielded a variety of types of ikat.

Glittering silk patola from the late 1700s to early 1800s
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For instance (in the most
famous example of this),
the glittering, luxurious
silk trade cloths from
Gujarat in North India were
brought to the Indonesian
islands in the 1400s-1600s
C.E. period by merchants
interested in trading these
textiles for the
archipelago’s spices,
metals, and forest products
like aromatic resins. These
trade cloths from India
were called patola. The
example shown at left is
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glittering silk patola from
the late 1700s to early 1800s. When they first arrived, these spectacular textiles
probably fascinated local weavers in places like eastern Indonesian island
societies. The patola’s deep dye colors and busy fields of animal, human, floral,
and geometric motifs were probably unlike anything village weavers and dyers had
ever seen. The glistening patola were made by the double ikat technique in
extremely sophisticated weaving shops in India. When Indonesian weavers saw
these spectacular cloths, with their bright reds and their distinctive motifs and
striking borders and selvedge bands (and their sheer intensity), they quickly set to
making “copies.” These were most often executed in single ikat and drew on very
local Indonesian aesthetic systems, dye colors, and ceremonial interpretations.
Thus, magnificent “patola-like” ikats are found
throughout the Indonesian archipelago.
contemporary cepuk textile, Nusa Penida, BaliOne
good example is the warm brown ikat sarong from
Flores, woven by the Lio people Another example is
shown at left: a contemporary cepuk textile from
Nusa Penida, Bali.

Contemporary cepuk textile
from Nusa Penida, Bali

It is crucial to note, however, that Indonesian and
Malaysian ikat home industries are not simply
derivative of Indian styles and techniques, by any
means. In weaving communities in places like
Flores, Sumatra, and Sulawesi, the aesthetics of ikat
cloth manufacture and use have long, firm roots in
indigenous social systems and religious worldviews.
And, insular Southeast Asian dyeing knowledge and
expertise was probably quite considerable long,
before intense trade contacts with India.

Furthermore, Indian patola styles have often been
heavily re-interpreted with much creative flair in the Hindu-Buddhist court art
centers of Indonesia, such as those of 8th to 14th century Java and the palace
centers of South Sumatra such as the Srivijaya kingdom (near contemporary
Palembang). These old Indic courts in themselves then strongly influenced the
cloth arts of the smaller polities that were located along their borders, up in
highland regions or on nearby islands. The art worlds of the Indianized royal
courts and those of the smaller-scale highland societies thus intersected and
mutually shaped each other.
Beyond this, local market demand for particular dye colors and motif registers in
Indonesian islands “worked back” on the patola-producing studios of North India
at the time of the great trade cloth exchanges. Indian merchants would convey
news about which patola types were popular in which Southeast Asian region (even,
in which royal family) and the Indian dyers and weavers would tailor their products
to those desires. This deeply creative dynamic was explored in the excellent
exhibition “Sari to Sarong: Five Hundred Years of Indian and Indonesian Textile
Exchange” at the Australian National Gallery, 2003 (see curator Robyn Maxwell’s
fine catalogue to the show, Maxwell 2004. See also For Further Reading at the end
of this section ).
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Textile Types Beyond Ikat
Indonesia and Malaysia have many other types of handloomed or hand-drawn
textiles: see the following links for descriptions and photographs of songket, lurik,
batik, prada, kain limar, and barkcloth, and for special cloth decoration techniques
such as twining and embroidery. See also For Further Reading. This is well-trod art
historical territory.

A South Sumatran songket, metal wrapped thread, polyester, 2007

Songket is a type hand-loomed textile in which the weaver adds in supplementary
wefts made of metal-wrapped thread as she builds up her cloth on the loom. The
supplementary wefts build up ornate patterns on the cloth. Songket can be made
on a back-strap loom (as in East Bali or parts of south Sumatra and Jambi) or on a
frame loom, as in Minangkabau villages in West Sumatra. Songket made with gold
or silver-wrapped thread is often a lustrous, expensive cloth that denotes wealth
and high social standing for the buyer and/or the wearer. Indeed, songket has long
been a cloth of Sumatran and Malaysian Muslim marketplaces (Rodgers et al
2007). In these regions, many songket motifs link this type of glittery, high
prestige cloth to weaving traditions in mainland Southeast Asia. In east Balinese
songket, moreover, motifs are sometimes borrowed from wayang shadow puppet
plays. These have ties to old Hindu epics such as the Ramayana from India.

Today, songket throughout Southeast Asia is undergoing many of the same
processes of commercialization that are affecting ikat textiles as well. Cheaper
songket is woven on mechanized looms in Malaysia, although good handloomed
songket is also still produced there. Factory-produced cheap songket is traded
across South and Southeast Asia, in emporia such as those on Bugis Street in
Singapore. A 2007 Cantor Art Gallery exhibition at Holy Cross explored these
commodification trajectories: see Susan Rodgers, Anne Summerfield, and John
Summerfield, 2007, Gold Cloths of Sumatra: Indonesia’s Songkets from Ceremony
to Commodity). And, see For Further Reading.
Lurik is an old form of simply decorated cloth woven in Java. It is patterned into
simple bands and stripes and has supernatural associations through village ritual.
Batik, like ikat, involves a resist process
used to block off a portion of the textile
from soaking up dye in a dyebath. But, in
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batik making (which is quite different from
weaving) the craftsperson first places an
undecorated large piece of cotton cloth on a
frame. She then draws a pattern onto this
cloth (often, with a soft pencil). In Javanese
batik these patterns can be floral, botanical,
geometric, or even images of animals or
humans. She then heats wax in a small
receptacle. She places the molten wax into
a canting, a small applicator with a tiny
Batik artist
opening at the spigot end. The batik artist
then quickly “writes” the liquid wax onto the
penciled-in lines. She allows these wax
markings to dry, thus forming an effective resist. The picture shows batik making
in Jambi in Samatra.     Batik artist
Below, a cotton batik sarong from Lasem North Coast Java, late 1800s-1910.
  
Once she had drawn
on her first set of
wax lines and those
have dried, she
removes the cloth
from its frame and
places the textile into
a dye bath. The areas
behind the wax
Batik sarong from Lasem North Coast Java, late 1800s-1910
resists will not take
up that particular
color. The batik-maker then places the cloth into a vat of boiling water to boil off
the hardened wax. She can repeat this process several times, to build up multicolored designs on her batik. In Javanese court batik, certain colors and motifs are
confined to the high nobility.
At least, that was the case to a degree until the late 1800s when batik too, began
to “go commercial” in major ways. North coast Javanese batik ateliers in that
period, for instance, targeted certain markets such as overseas Chinese
communities or colonial-era Dutch women, who liked to wear sarongs around the
house. These studios created special batiks for those particular batik niche
markets. Great batiks sometimes resulted.
Batik today is a thriving industry in Java, south Sumatra, and Malaysia. Batik cap,
made with metal molds or caps (the Indonesian word) for applying the hot wax,
can produce a fine product and one that is cheaper than batik tulis, “hand-written
batik,” the form made with the old canting methods. Batik wear is now part of the
national Indonesian costume, for men and women. Batik is also a mass market
good in Indonesia, and for tourists. Javanese batik of many levels of price and
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accomplishment is sold throughout the archipelago. Many other regions have
their own distinctive batik industries, as does peninsular Malaysia. Plangi cloth is a
related form of resist-dye cloth often found in Indonesia. In plangi, the dyer
gathers up a small bunch of material by hand, ties it off, and plunges the fabric
into a dye bath.

Plangi cloth

Prada is a
highly
decorated
form of
batik
(shown
below).
To make
prada,
regular
batik is
enhanced
by having
Prada Cloth
some of
its design
lines overlaid with gold leaf---yielding a shiny, effusively bright form of cloth for
costumes and ritual displays. In the last 20 years, batik manufacturing companies
in Java (not to mention Javanese fashion designers) have promoted glittery prada
textiles for evening gowns and housewares like table runners. Batik prada is often
cut up into fashion items today; this is often done as well for cheap batik cap, but
rarely for hand-written, hand-drawn batik. Is only price at issue here? Or, does
handwritten batik retain some armor of supernaturalism that protects it from
becoming fodder for fashion wear?

Some ritual textile traditions in Indonesia
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combine two or more cloth production and
decoration techniques, to yield an especially
elaborate cloth.   For instance, South
Sumatra’s kain limar kain limartextiles
(shown at left, circa 1900) combine fine silk
ikat work with elaborate borders and star
motifs done in gold thread songket
weaving.
Barkcloth technologies exist in many parts
of the Indonesian archipelago. This fibrous,
tough material is made from beaten sheets of the interior portions of tree bark; it
can be used to sew jackets and other simple garments. Barkcloth knowledge was
recovered in the darkest days of World War II in parts of Sumatra, when villagers
and townspeople had exhausted their supplies of factory-made cloth and cotton
thread was scarce as well. To get new clothes, families had to make barkcloth (this
is a bitter memory today). Upland Sulawesi communities sometimes produce
barkcloth garments today.
Limar textile

Beyond even this, Indonesian clothmakers sometimes decorate a woven cloth with
beads, embroidery, or fancy fringes. Twining is another decorative technique. In
twining, pairs of nearby elements (say, a set of wefts) are twisted around each
other to form a design such as a diamond and hook pattern. In Indonesian textile
hand manufacture this technique is sometimes used to make a striking border.
Separately twined sections can be sewn into a woven cloth, at the end of the textile
production process. The Toba Batak people of North Sumatra have especially fine
twining traditions.
Embroidery work is also expert and much appreciated in Indonesia. It is often a
component of Busana Muslim or Muslim fashion today for women.

For Further Reading.
There is a wealth of scholarship on island Southeast Asian traditional textiles. The
following sources (not an exhaustive list by any means) all provide good entrée
points. For comparative views, beyond Southeast Asia, see especially Sumru Belger
Krody, editor, Colors of the Oasis: Central Asian Ikats ( 2010, Washington, DC:
Textile Museum). Buhler, Alfred and Eberhard Fischer
   1979   The Patola of Gujarat: Double Ikat in India. Basle: Krebs. Two vols.
Crill, Rosemary
   1998 Indian Ikat Textiles. London: Weatherhill for the Victoria and Albert
Museum.
Fraser-Lu, Sylvia
   1990   Handwovern Textiles of South-East Asia. Second edition. Singapore:
Oxford University Press.
Gittinger, Mattiebelle
   1980    (ed.) Indonesian Textiles: Irene Emery Roundtable on Museum Textiles,
1979: Proceedings. Washington, DC: Textile Museum.
   1982 Master Dyers to the World: Technique and Trade in Early Indian Dyed
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Cotton Textiles. Washington, DC: Textile Museum
   1989       (ed.) To Speak with Cloth: Studies in Indonesian Textiles. Los Angeles:
Museum of Cultural History, University of California at Los Angeles.
   1990   Splendid Symbols: Textiles and Tradition in Indonesia. Second edition.
Singapore: Oxford University Press.
   2005 Textiles for this World and Beyond: Treasures from Insular Southeast Asia.
London: Scala.
Hauser-Schaublin, Marie-Louise Nabholz-Kartaschoff, and Urs Ramseyer
   1991 Balinese Textiles. London: British Museum Press.
Hitchcock, Michael
     1985 Indonesian Textile Techniques. Aylesbury: Shire.
Kahlenburg, Mary Hunt
    1977 Textile Traditions in Indonesia. Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum
of Art.
Larson, Jack Lenor, A.B. Bronwen, and Garrett Solyom
    1976 The Dyer’s Art: Ikat, Batik, Plangi. Van Nostrand Reinhold.
Maxwell, Robyn
   2003 Textiles of Southeast Asia: Tradition, Trade, and Transformation. Revised
edition. Singapore: Periplus.
   2004 Sari to Sarong: 500 years of Indian and Indonesian Textile Exchange.
Canberra: National Gallery of Australia.
Rodgers, Susan, Anne Summerfield, and John Summerfield
   2007 Gold Cloths of Sumatra: Indonesia’s Songkets from Ceremony to
Commodity. Worcester, MA and Leiden, the Netherlands: Iris and B. Gerald Cantor
Art Gallery, College of the Holy Cross and KITLV Press.
Selvanayagam, Grace Impam
    1990 Songket—Malaysia’s Woven Treasure. Singapore: Oxford University Press.
Summerfield, Anne and John Summerfield
   199   (eds.) Walk in Splendor: Ceremonial Dress and the Minangkabau. Los
Angeles: UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural History, Textile Series 4.
Taylor, Paul M. and Lorraine V. Aragon
   1991   Beyond the Java Sea: Art of Indonesia’s Outer Islands. Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History.
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How is Ikat Made?
As noted, ikat is a type of textile characterized by its unique dye-resist process. A
water resistant material is tied around small bundles of threads in an intricate
pattern to prevent dye from adhering to the threads. Once the threads are dyed,
the resists are removed to reveal a design, and the threads are woven on a loom to
produce an ikat textile. Although this process can be broken down into the three
overarching categories of tying, dyeing, and weaving, the ikat production process
in island Southeast Asia is extremely complicated and vastly diverse. This ancient
process is still in use today, vibrantly so, and is embedded in the cultures and
everyday lives of many Indonesians and Malaysians from Sarawak state. The
cultural importance of ikat in these regions of Asia combined with the complexity
of ikat’s creation processes calls out for in-depth study of how this textile type is
made.

Threads
The ikat production
process begins at the
most basic level with
the threads used to
weave the textile. In
Indonesia (a nation
which has hundreds
of distinct
ethnolinguistic
societies on hundreds
of islands), handspun
Hanks of handspun cotton, some dyed, some not.
cotton and imported
Threads of Life Dye Studio, Ubud, 2012.
machine spun cotton
are both used as
threads. Although many times weavers will use machine spun cotton today, hand
spun cotton is preferred in many Indonesian communities. Handspun cotton is
often considered more valuable and more linked to heritage. One specific
advantage to handspun cotton is that the difference in thickness of the handspun
threads allows for dyes to adhere easily to the cotton, which provides richer colors.
Deep resonant coloration is very hard to attain with natural dyes and often
demands ten or more dyebaths. Such time-intensive and difficult-to-achieve dye
practices are highly regarded by cognoscenti (both local and international). But,
the techniques are passing from use, in many areas.
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Endek factories today employ factory-made thread. This woman is spinning thread.

Weavers generally decide which type of cotton to use based on availability and
time. The plain yarns are initially placed on a frame. In warp ikat, the threads are
wound around the frame from top to bottom. Weft ikat, although less common, is
produced by wrapping the yarn around the frame horizontally from side to side.
Often these threads will be referred to as “the warp” or “the weft.” These threads
are tied, removed from the frame, dyed, and finally placed on the loom for
weaving. A skilled weaver will place the warp threads very close together on the
loom to hide the weft and to create a sharp, well defined pattern.
          

Tying Process
The tying of dye resists around the threads is debatably the most crucial step in
the ikat production process. It is this method of tying that dictates design and
ultimately defines an ikat textile.
This painstakingly slow process requires great patience and precision and is
traditionally done by older women who are highly skilled (this gender and age
situation is changing today). After the threads are placed on the frame, waterproof
resists are carefully tied around the threads to create specific designs and
patterns. Most Indonesian and Sarawak ikat textiles are single ikat, which means
the ties are placed on the warp (vertical) or the weft (horizontal) threads.

Before the yarns are tied, they
are separated into small
bundles. These bundles allow
for multiple threads to be tied
at once, which saves the
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weaver from the time
consuming process of tying
each thread individually. The
resists are then tied around
the bundles to create a
pattern. The applied resists
are always waterproof, and
once they were natural materials such as the fibers of a plant (most commonly,
palm fibers). Today, however, plastic ties (from plastic twine) are commonly used.
In our fieldwork, we used banana leaf fibers when we attempted to learn how to
ikat tie cotton threads at the Threads of Life Dye Studio in Ubud, Bali.

The first step in tying the resists is to wet the resist to prevent tearing or breaking.
The fiber (or whichever medium used) is then looped around the small bundle of
threads tightly and repeatedly to create a strong resist on the threads. (see picture
and video).
Patricia    
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These ties are impermeable and they prevent dye from adhering to the threads
when they are dipped into the dye baths. Many weavers have methods of tying
resists in specific ways to indicate which dye colors to use for specific portions of
the design. After the threads are dyed for the first time and the ties are removed,
two colors result. These two colors are the natural color of the cotton (which is
present wherever a tie was located), and the color of the dye used.

Threads for Pua Cloth with ikat ties inserted onto threads on frame, Tun Jugah
Foundation, Kuching.

Resists are often added again or removed and the threads are then dyed to create
additional colors in the eventual textile. This process will continue until the design
on the threads and the colors of the ikat are final. Recall that all of this design
work occurs before the threads are on the loom for weaving.
Although the majority of ikats in island Southeast Asia are single ikat, there is a
rare form of ikat known as double ikat. In double ikat, resists are tied on both the
warp and the weft threads. Geringsing, a type of Balinese textile, is the only double
ikat made in Southeast Asia. There are also double ikats produced outside of
Southeast Asia. For example, the patola double ikats(described in What Is Ikat?) is
a double ikat made of silk that originates in Gujarat, north India. The patola cloths
are thought to be the inspiration of many single ikats in Southeast Asia today;
patola came into royal house treasuries throughout the Indonesian archipelago as
trade cloths in the circa 1400s-1600s C.E. period of intense South Asia/Southeast
Asia economic and religious interaction.
Double ikats (shown at left) are extremely
difficult to successfully produce because
the patterns tied into the weft need to line
up precisely with those in the warp, to
yield well-shaped motifs. In other words,
when the weft threads are woven into the
warp threads on the loom, say to produce
a motif such as a prancing tiger, the
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resultant design must line up properly to
produce a recognizable, well-organized
animal figure. The textile is woven in such
a way that both the warp and the weft
threads are visible.
Due to the importance of aligning the
warp and the weft motifs, the tying of
double ikats requires great expertise. A
well-made geringsing or patola has more
clearly defined patterns and richer colors than does the typical single ikat, which
can be blurry. Consequently, double ikats are very expensive and even have an air
of the miraculous to them. These are magically powerful healing and protective
cloths. In the case of geringsing, there are strong taboos at work precluding their
use as fashion wear, in secular markets.
           

Dye Process
As briefly mentioned above,
the ikatted threads are
removed from the frame and
dyed in a dyepot (today, a big
plastic bucket in many cases)
after they are tied. The dye
process proves to be
extremely important across
the vast diversity of Southeast
Asian weaving cultures.
Historically, the natural dye
process in ikat was associated
with magic and secret
knowledge. Yet, in Indonesia
today, both natural and synthetic dyes are used. Natural dyes were used
traditionally and many people worldwide believe that they produce a subtler color
than synthetic dyes. Although naturally dyed textiles have increased value, they are
also much more time consuming for the craftsperson to produce. Generally,
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synthetic dyes provide solid color after the yarns are soaked in only one dye bath,
whereas natural dyes require the threads to be submerged in as many as twenty
dye baths to achieve the desired result. Commercial, aniline dyes are also more
predictable as to hue. In fact, almost anyone can make an aniline dye process
work well. As a result, many weavers today are using synthetic dyes to save time
and reduce anxiety in the dye process. The synthetic (shown above) vs. natural dye
debate is extremely controversial (not to mention politically fraught) and is further
discussed in our section, Natural Dyes? Commercial Dyes? Ikat Controversies.

Design
The design of an ikat is essentially the cloth’s identity. Where the ikat ties are
placed and what motifs emerge dictate the value of the textile, lock in its
relationship with the spirit world, indicate what the cloth will be used for, and
provide insight into its origins. Oftentimes, the region and even the specific weaver
of an ikat can be identified through careful analysis of the design and quality of
the textile. The designs of Indonesian and Sarawak Iban ikats are embedded with
rich social structural and gendered information and are aligned with complex belief
systems centered on taboos and secret knowledge. Although the majority of the
overt design work stems from the tying process, there are also additional aspects
of textile production that add to an ikat cloth’s appearance and meaning.

Text Box

Threads on backstrap loom after dyeing.

Threads tied according to specific design,
Iban Pua.

In Indonesia, weaving in general is associated with gender, femininity, and fertility.
A variety of gender taboos are present in ikat home production. In many village
settings women are generally the only people who tie designs into the threads and
weave the ikats. In most rural communities, only older women possess the
knowledge of how to create certain patterns and designs. These women are the
only people in their villages who know how to tie specific patterns successfully;
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they are highly respected and even feared for their skill and knowledge. Often
times, this knowledge is kept secret and treated as sacred lore only to be passed
on to certain female kin (and among those, only to women who prove to be skilled
enough).
When young women do weave sacred designs, their work is delimited by taboos.
One such taboo exists in Borneo (Indonesian Kalimantan) when young girls weave
pua cloths, a famous type of ikat. The Iban people of Sarawak and the Dayak
people of Kalimantan believe that young girls should not weave strong spirit
figures into their pua cloths on the loom. The girls’ souls are often thought to be
too fragile for this activity as yet. Their spirits are said to be too weak to handle
the powers of the spirit figures as those emerge on the growing cloth on the backstrap loom. As a result, older women (say, a grandmother) must aid in the weaving
of a girl’s first full-scale spirit figure on her pua on the loom. The older woman
guides the production of the cloth as the girl weaves it so as to guard against too
powerful a force emerging from the pua and endangering the girl.
Many island Southeast Asian weaving
communities also have taboos that relate
directly to fertility, gender, and age. In many
eastern Indonesian weaving communities, for
instance, women who are menstruating are not
allowed to weave or to be involved in the cloth
production process in any way. If a woman
weaves during this time, she is thought to
chance ruining the end result of the textile by
creating low quality weaving or causing the
colors to run. Similarly, a woman is not
allowed to weave at any point during
pregnancy. This could be harmful to both the
developing fetus and the growing cloth on the
loom. These two are metaphorically allied with
each other in much Indonesian weaving
thought.
In our studies in Indonesia, we found that men are now sometimes involved in
some steps of ikat cloth production. The strict gender taboos and beliefs aligning
weaving with femininity and fertility may not still be practiced in all communities.
For example, while learning about the dye process at Threads of Life NGO in Ubud,
we watched a young man create the indigo dye bath(as shown in image above left).
See the section Ikat, Gender, and Ceremonial Exchange for more information on
gender, cloth, and social change.
One example of the previously mentioned norm that older women possess secret
knowledge to create the proper design of an ikat is found in the production of the
geringsing double ikat in east Bali. The geringsing is tied only in the village of
Tenganan Pegeringsingan, Bali, by a few elder women who possess the knowledge
of their famous designs. The most famous geringsing design is a Mandala, a kind
of ‘world plan’ image of the entire sacred cosmos. These older women are the only
ones in the whole world who know how to create this pattern precisely and
accurately in double ikat form. The knowledge of this pattern is passed on to other
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women through family ties, when younger kin become old enough and achieve
excellence at weaving and tying textiles.

These older women are essentially the most powerful players in the geringsing
production process. Once the threads are tied and dyed, these women farm out
work to weavers in their own village and in the two smaller Tenganan villages.
Some piece-work weavers of geringsing geringsing weavereven reside in the
tourist town of Candidasa today. The pre-dyed yarns are then woven into various
geringsing textiles, and the weavers give all but one of the geringsing they
weave back to the older women,
their supervisors. The weavers keep
this one textile as a commission,
and hope to sell the valuable cloth
for income. We came across an
example of this hierarchy in our
fieldwork in Tenganan Dauh Tukad,
one of the smaller Tenganan
villages. During an interview with
Pak Kadek, a calendar maker and
tour guide in the village, we
discovered that his wife was a
geringsing weaver. (shown on left) Pak Kadek explained that she cannot actually tie
or dye the threads herself, but she is given already tied and dyed threads to weave
into geringsing. Usually, out of each of the five textiles she produces, she is
allowed to keep one to sell for her own profit. She supplements this cash income
by selling such goods as dried vanilla beans.
The farming out of the weaving of geringsing reflects the labor hierarchy that
persists in most village-based weaving cultures of Southeast Asia. The most
valued and successful players in the weaving process are the older women who
possess the knowledge and ability to dye and tie the esoteric and magically
powerful designs. The actual weavers of the textiles, however, are considered less
important as they carry out the part of the process which has the least amount of
value.
In present day Indonesia, we found there is a persistent loss of knowledge among
the weavers of ikat. Due to the secularization of Indonesian traditional cloth in
general and to the decreased numbers of young women who are choosing to learn
how to weave, the knowledge of how to tie specific designs and create extremely
high value textiles has begun to fade, in some instances. One example of this
decrease and at times outright loss of secret knowledge was presented to us by
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staff of Threads of Life in Ubud, Bali.

Threads of Life is a non-governmental
organization (an NGO, shop shown at left) that
seeks to empower impoverished weavers in places
like eastern Indonesian villages by sponsoring the
production of natural-dyed ikat textiles. The
organization attempts to revitalize endangered
weaving traditions by providing advance payments
to the weavers and occasionally providing them
with thread, loom, and dye materials as well.
Threads of Life staffers discussed one instance
where they showed pictures of an antique Timor
ikat to a weaver in Timor and asked the weaver if
she could attempt to revive the specific old
patterns. The weaver did not know how to create
the pattern as the knowledge of the specific
design was lost. However, after many attempts and
experiments she was able to produce an ikat of similar quality to that of the
pattern cloth. The common theme of the loss of knowledge of how to create
certain patterns and designs is clearly evident in this specific example. We found
it notable that American, British, and Balinese staff at this very internationalized
NGO were the ones who provided assertive tutelage of this eastern Indonesian
weaver in her own “weaving traditions”—heritages which are obviously
transnational social constructions today.
In addition to the knowledge necessary to tie a specific design, tying and design
work requires great skill, not to mention patience and physical endurance. This
also contributes to the theme that generally it is older women who are the most
skilled and highly respected weavers. Learning how to successfully produce an ikat
from start to finish can take years. Only women in their later years have spent
enough time tying, dyeing, and weaving threads to learn the best techniques and
become truly successful. Due to the amount of time it takes to learn how to
become a great weaver, tie the correct patterns with skill, and understand the full
dyeing process, fewer and fewer young women are choosing to weave in present
day Indonesia. Other means of earning income beckon, especially if they have a
high school degree or a college diploma. In many parts of the colonial Dutch East
Indies this flight from the village weaving looms for schools and paid jobs was well
under way by the 1920s. The village of Kotogadang in West Sumatra illustrates
this: once a great old songket weaving center, this village now does no weaving at
all. Kotogadang women work today as teachers, journalists, lawyers, doctors, and
civil servants.
In addition to the traditional designs created thanks to possessing specific
conventional knowledge, some older women create patterns from their dreams.
Dreams are often said to inspire cloths, and an expert weaver may have a dream
where a spirit or god comes to them and shows them the precise pattern to weave.
In fact, the pua of the Iban peoples are specifically known as “dream” cloths. Many
Iban weavers take much pride in the fact that their own individual dream cloths are
unique to them in some respects.
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A few prominent ikat designs used in Indonesia and in Malaysian Sarawak are the
following.
The geringsing is often characterized by the Mandala, a four pointed star that
separates the textile into semi-circles. In addition, the double ikatting of the textile
yields a bold and impressive appearance. The textile is the same on both sides
and is made with muted colors of reddish brown, yellow, and deep indigo.
The Cepuk textile (shown above in Threads of Life shop on wall) is another famous
ikat type, in this case from a small island off the coast of Bali called Nusa Penida.
The field of the textile is a deep reddish brown color. Cepuk is identifiable by the
intricate ikat work on the borders of the field which create the “barong teeth”
motif. These barong teeth are repetitive white triangles which run the length of the
textile on both sides. This is a magically protective cloth but is also sold to
anyone today for cash. ikat, East SumbaThe NGO Threads of Life is currently
reinvigorating cepuk weaving in partnership with a few Nusa Penida households.

Ikats from east Sumba (shown at left) are
characterized by bigger spirit or animal or
human figures. Skull trees harking back to an
earlier era when head taking was part of intervillage warfare are also found on ikats there.

Lizards and sometimes crocodiles are present
in the design on Timor ikats. These animal
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motifs relate to myths. Ikats of this sort can
be used as mnemonic devices that storytellers
use to relate old myths to village audiences.
Ikats from West Timor and Timor Leste are
also used as status markers for high nobles
and as exchange goods in marriages between
families.

Flores textiles are known for their warm
browns and reds. The ikats made by Lio
weavers often mimic the overall field design of
old patola trade cloths.

Although there are designs like these specific to regions and groups of people, the
ikat is a transnational textile. There are many similarities in designs across
borders. The basics of design are often adopted and reinvented by different
weavers across Indonesia. A classic example of this is the silk patola cloth from
India. The techniques used to create the double ikat patola were adopted by many
Indonesian weavers and embedded into different textile traditions. As a result of
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this transnational characteristic, most ikat textiles are a collage of different
techniques and patterns from a variety of regions, religions, and cultures.
One fascinating example of the transnationality of ikat textiles pertains to a
weaver’s use of an old Dutch coin as inspiration for design. A lau, or women’s
skirt, woven in Sumba featured the large repeating motif of a pair of lizards facing
each other with a ceremonial tree between them. This motif was inspired by the
image of the lions rampant on the Dutch coins. The use of a Dutch image as
inspiration for a motif in eastern Indonesian ikatting displays how Southeast Asian
ikats are transnational textiles.

Tying the
threads
dictates the
majority of
design on an
ikat. However,
there are a few
other aspects
of ikat
production
which
contribute to
design. The
selvedge bands
are the bands
which surround
the textiles and
act as a border
to the interior
field. Selvedges
often indicate
the quality of
the textile by
how tightly
they are woven.
These bands
are an element
of design
added onto the
main field of
the textile and
they can be
patterned or
plain and
simple.selvedge
band
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In addition to
the selvedge
bands,
beadwork may
be added on to
an ikat to
finalize design.
Beads may be
added to the
fringe of the
textile, or
woven into the
main field of
the piece.

Supplementary warp or
weft is another weaving
technique which can add
to the design of an ikat
textile. This technique
involves the addition of
a differently colored
thread to the warp or
weft on the loom.
Sometimes, the
supplementary threads
will be un-dyed or white
yarns. Or, they can be metal-wrapped threads, as in songket cloths (see Songket
section). The threads are added to the warp or the weft by using a variety of
specialized weaving tools, including bamboo pattern sticks. The contrasting color
of the supplementary threads often causes the added motifs and overall design to
stand out against the main field of the textile.
When we visited the Tun Jugah Foundation in Kuching, Malaysia, we saw many
pua-in-progress strung on backstrap looms in this NGO’s large weaving studio.
Some had supplementary weft work, as does an important textile displayed in
“Transnational Ikat.”
The finishing touches placed on an ikat involve the design of the fringe. The ikat is
often finished by twisting bundles of the cut and unwoven warp together to create
a fringe. Various weaving communities finish the fringe in a different ways, and
often the fringe design is dependent on the textile’s use. An ikat may also lack a
fringe if the textile is never cut after it is woven, or if the cloth is sewn together to
create a skirt or sarong. In many eastern Indonesian weaving communities,
keeping an ikat uncut as it comes off the loom allows it to be used as an item of
ceremonial marriage exchange. See For Ikat, Gender, and Ceremonial Exchange
Further Reading.
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Weaving
            Once the yarns are dyed (often multiple times) and thoroughly dried out,
the resists are removed and the yarns are placed on the loom to be woven. The
warp threads need to be carefully placed on the loom and matched up perfectly
with the other threads in the pattern. If this part of the process is done incorrectly,
the weaving will appear to be extremely poor and the design will be
indecipherable. The most commonly used loom for ikat is the back-strap loom.
However, other looms such as the ATBM and frame loom are used as well. These
looms are generally used for commercialized ikat because they speed up the
production process of ikat (shown below).
ATBM loom    

Despite the slight variation in different types of back-strap looms, the weaving
process is generally the same. When using a back tension loom, the threads are
woven in continuous warp. This means the yarns are continuously wrapped around
the loom longitudinally, and after weaving is completed the finished textile is
removed from the loom in a complete circle. The rectangular form of ikat is
created when the unwoven portion of the warp is cut, which also produces the
fringe of the textile. The shed stick and heddle stick on the back strap loom are
used to aid the weaver in manipulating the threads. The shed stick attaches to
every second thread and the heddle attaches to all of the other threads to create
separation between threads. The weaver also commonly uses a wood beater, which
packs down the threads once the weft is passed through. The wood beater is an
important tool for skilled weavers, as it creates tight threads that hide the weft.
Backsstrap loom    
Backstrap loom for geringsing weaving.
Although weaving is quite possibly the simplest step in the process of producing
an ikat, there is still great skill involved in being an expert ikat weaver. When
threads are woven tightly and accurately, the weavers create sharper patterns and
bolder colors. The resultant cloth will also have a good “hand,” as a finely wrought
fabric.
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For Further Reading
Please see the list of suggested sources for the previous section, What Is Ikat.
Especially useful for understanding how ikat is made are Sylvia Fraser-Lu, 1990,
Handwoven Textiles of Southeast Asia (Singapore: Oxford University Press) and
Rosemary Crill, 1998, Indian Ikat Textiles (London: Weatherhill for the Victoria and
Albert Museum). The websites of the NGOs Threads of Life (www.threadsoflife.com)
and the Tun Jugah Foundation (tunjugahfoundation.org.my) also have good
sections on ikat production processes.
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Natural dyes were once
widespread in Indonesia and
Malaysian Sarawak to color
intricately beautiful ikat textiles.
These natural dyes had rich
semantic connections to local
worldviews in many of
Indonesia’s 300 societies and in
Sarawak’s various Iban
communities. The art of natural
dyeing takes much time and
patience, not to mention
involving a detailed knowledge
Naturally dyed threads hanging in “Threads of Life”
of the natural world of tropical
shop in Ubud, Bali
trees and other plants. There are
myriad ways to get different
colors, depending on geography, botanical resources, local metal sources, and folk
knowledge.
The places we studied in summer 2012 extract natural dyes from local plants.
Crucial to the dye process, except when using indigo, is the mordant. The mordant
in many Southeast Asian instances is a metallic salt that fixes the dye so the fibers
of the thread will more easily take to the dye. The mordant also makes the color
last; without the use of an appropriate mordant, a dyed textile will quickly fade in
the sun. Natural dyes can be unpredictable but they produce a deep, rich aesthetic
that cannot be achieved through the use of commercial dyes. But, the latter have
largely taken over in Indonesian and Malaysian ikat production since their
introduction in the late nineteenth century (in British colonial Malaya and in the
Dutch East Indies). Whether and why to maintain or revive natural dye use in
Southeast Asian handloom ikat industries are controversial questions, ones with no
precise right answers, as we discovered in our summer 2012 fieldwork. To
introduce this complex topic we can start with discussion of the primary natural
dye colors.

The red dye is extracted from the root bark
of the Morinda tree (also known as sunti).
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Morinda can also produce yellow and brown
dyes. The first step is to clean the yarn and
open the fibers of the yarn using alkaline
water. The dyer crushes the root bark and
wrings it out with water, extracting the red
pigment called morindin.

Bapak Pong showing loba and other
natural dyestuff.

The oil process comes next. Oil comes from
many plants, particularly candlenut. The
dyer adds five other species of plants to the dyeing vat. The threads soak for three
days. They are then rinsed and left in the sun to dry for a couple of weeks.
The next step is the dye bath, which involves the morindin and aluminum salt. The
aluminum salt (called loba) comes from Symplocos trees. The most aluminum
content is found in the dead, fallen leaves of this special tree. The threads need to
soak in the dye bath for three days and must be dyed multiple times. West Timor
weavers, for example, dye their threads 20 times to achieve a deep red/maroon.
The blue dye is extracted from
Indigofera tintoria, Indigofera
fruticosa, or Strobilantes. The
leaves of these plants are
soaked in water to extract the
blue dye called indican. Lime, or
calcium oxide (kapur, in Bahasa
Indonesia), is added to produce
a “cake,” (shown to the left)
which can be dried and saved
for future dye baths. The indigo
dye bath is made up of the
cake, lime, water, and sugar; it needs to be mixed thoroughly. The threads are
soaked several times. When taken out of the bath, the threads are a greenish
yellow. They are placed in the sun, and oxidation takes place, turning the threads
blue. Indonesian weavers in places like Sumba and the Toba Batak areas of
Sumatra are especially enamored of blues for their ikats. Black can be achieved by
using indigo, too. Multiple baths are required in order to reach a profound black.
   

The colors of brown and yellow can be achieved through the same process to
achieve red with a couple of alterations. Yellow is acquired when taking out the oil
process and brown is acquired when the loba is omitted from the dye bath.
Achieving these colors doubtless took many generations of folk scientific
experimentation in pre-modern Southeast Asian villages.
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Indigo Dye Process:
Indigo leaves, adding
lime, mixing, soaking
threads, and hanging
threads to dry

Natural Dyes: Secret Knowledge    
The natural dye process includes important
cultural aspects in the different
ethnolinguistic communities of Indonesia
and among Iban societies in Malaysia. In
Indonesia, different communities add a
“secret” ingredient, making a recipe unique.
These processes are passed down to future
generations through oral tradition and
emphatically are not to be shared with
people from other communities. Integral to
the process in places like Sumba and Flores
(we found in interviews at Threads of Life) is
praying to the tree or plant. Dyers (often
older women) must build a relationship with
the tree or plant and ask its kind
permission to use its materials. Only then
are the women allowed to use the plant or
Morinda tree in “Threads of Life”
tree for dyestuffs. Disrespecting the powers
dye garden.
and dangers of the spirit-plants can lead to
a ruined ikat, or to calamities in the life or
family life of the dyer. Sometimes, special registers of ritual speech are used to
talk to the dye plants.
In “Why Do Ladies Sing the Blues? Indigo, Cloth Production, and Gender in
Kodi”anthropologist Janet Hoskins explores the role of gender, secrecy, danger,
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and the indigo dyeing process in West Sumba in Kodi village society (1989). Men
are not allowed to take part in indigo dyeing because it is believed they will
become infertile. Women who are menstruating or who are pregnant are also not
allowed to handle indigo dyes, which are charged with supernatural potency. Only
women who are past menopause can handle the indigo dyes, for only they have the
spiritual fortitude to withstand the “death forces” of the blue dyestuffs as those
ferment in the stinky dyepot (whose smell is thought to be like the odor of a
rotting corpse [Hoskins 1989: 144-145; 149-151]). Natural dye processes in such
Indonesian societies clearly are not straightforward secular undertakings.
Such women’s maturity and social weight, so to speak, are signified by tattoos on
their forearms and calves. These dyer women serve as ikat experts, as midwives,
and as the ones who prepare corpses for burial—all highly dangerous jobs in a
spiritual sense (Hoskins 1989: 149-158 ). These activities are all tied to secret
knowledge.
For the geringsing double ikat textiles of Tenganan, east Bali, the indigo dyeing
process is especially exclusive. The dyeing is done only in one other village, a
settlement called Bugbug. This village is located a short distance up the east coast
of Bali. Indigo dyeing is not allowed to be done directly in the Tenganan villages; it
is controlled by specialist families in Bugbug who, again, do not want to share
their dye knowledge with others.
An important step to the dye process of the Dayak and Iban peoples is the
treading of the yarn, which is also called the “women’s war path.” This also entails
secret knowledge. In these societies, the men’s war path was once the literal one
where men fought enemies and (in the past) took their heads as war trophies
(Linggi 1998). The women’s war path was the complementary opposite
counterpart to this: a woman’s dangerous journey into the nine months of a
pregnancy and her baby’s birth in the longhouse. Analogous to pregnancy and
birth was the Iban or Dayak weaverwomen’s journey through the many months
needed to prepare and dye threads and then weave a large pua textile on the
loom. In the past, when men would return to the village after conflicts carrying the
taken heads of their enemies, the village women would welcome the heads to the
settlement by cradling them in pua ikats. Longhouse experts were the ones who
could fully explicate these systems of binary opposition lore.

Conflicted History of Natural Dyes

The art of natural dyeing has long been an
important aspect of Indonesian and
Malaysian cultures, probably for many
centuries, tracing back to pre-Indian
contacts times. Dye knowledge extends
beyond gender, danger, and secrecy. Not
only do natural dyes provide alluring colors
for masterfully designed and woven
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Chemical dyes and chemically dyed yarn
at Tun Jugah Foundation.

textiles: they also encode important and
detailed scientific information about plants.
Through ethnobotanical knowledge and
expertise, indigenous communities have
been able to classify plants and provide
much information about their properties
and uses (in some cases offering more
complexity than the taxonomic system of
modern-day science). Natural dyeing has
undeniably contributed to the development
of art and science thanks to these
indigenous communities.

Natural dyeing does take a great deal of time, however. After the introduction of
synthetic dyes in the late nineteenth century by Dutch colonial Indies commercial
concerns, natural dyes became less popular in many islands. Synthetic dyes offered
an alternative that was much less time-consuming and more predictable.
Synthetically dyed textiles were more resistant to sunlight and frequent washing;
aniline dyes provided a wide range of attractive and sometimes new colors. Of
course, the aesthetic was not quite the same as with the natural dyes. It is also fair
to say that the culture of natural dyeing was being lost to an extent in many
regions. There were no special, rich processes or taboos tied to chemical dyes.
Using the synthetic dyes was merely a technological, secular process, open to
almost anyone, to boot. Once aniline dyes arrived on the scene and began to
democratize cloth coloration, persons who once controlled the secret dye
processes and powers saw their power and prestige threatened
Not surprisingly, there were also health-related and environmental implications to
the introduction of chemical dyes to weaving communities in Indonesia and
Malaysia. The synthetic dyes can be dangerous to use and dyers need to take
precautions when handling the toxic chemicals. Proper waste disposal is also a
problem. If not disposed of properly, which is hard to do in remote, rural areas
with little advanced technology, the waste can contaminate water supplies.
Dumping synthetic dye run-off into rural rivers and streams can prove dangerous
for flora, fauna, and humans nearby. Fish populations can die.
Nonetheless, the chemical dyes have largely taken over since about the 1920s. The
majority of ikat textiles hanging in the street shops of Ubud, Bali are synthetically
dyed. But, there are some select places that do sell naturally dyed ikat textiles.
Some weaving communities retain some knowledge about natural dye processes
and their associated worldviews.
In fact, in the last 20 years or so there has been a wave of nostalgia for the
tradition of natural dyes in some Indonesian communities and surely overseas. But,
it is questionable whether this longing for past traditions is demonstrated by the
dyers and weavers themselves or is more of a Western demand for “authentic”
and/or “green” art. This question can be explored through a closer study of
Threads of Life (see also Case Studies of Two Ikat NGOs).
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A Dye-Focused NGO
Threads of Life (shop shown to the left) is a
non-governmental organization in Ubud, Bali
that seeks to revive traditional weaving and
dyeing techniques and to empower weaver
women in impoverished Indonesian
communities in places like Sumba and Flores.
One of the NGO co-founders, William Ingram,
told us in summer 2012 that the goal of
Threads of Life was to create an “economic
model” that allows people to choose what
cultural aspects they want to bring with them
and which ones they want to leave behind.
Threads of Life portrays the art of natural
dyeing as an ancient and valued tradition that
Threads of Life
the people of Indonesia want to preserve. He
cited an example. The 2005 Indonesian
Indigenous Weavers Festival was organized by Threads of Life’s partner
organization Yayasan Pecinta Budaya Bebali; funding came from governmental and
private foundation sources. This festival included ninety-six weavers and cultural
leaders from eighteen communities across Indonesia. These people were brought
together by the Yayasan as experts on natural dyeing “traditions.”
One of the main foci of the festival was the esoteric knowledge needed to carry out
the various natural dyeing processes correctly. Different dyers were asked by the
festival organizers to share their dye knowledge so that other communities
elsewhere in Indonesia might improve their own methods. Threads of Life created a
DVD of the festival, called “The 2005 Indonesian Indigenous Weavers Festival:
Strengthening Tradition, Custom and Culture.”
One of the most interesting parts of the festival was the envisioning of a future for
the use of natural dyes by the conference participants. They were asked what they
wanted weaving villages to look like in three to five years. There was an
overwhelming response for returning to original ways, especially in terms of
dyeing. As the film portrays things, this festival gave weavers across Indonesia the
chance to anticipate a fruitful future for these old weaving traditions. However, the
Threads of Life NGO had a strong hand in encouraging this ideology of glorious old
natural dye traditions in the first place. It is also notable that the participants
apparently did not want their dye knowledge preserved in a book or article that
might have come from the festival. The festival organizers were envisioning a kind
of transparency of secret dyeing knowledge that dyer participants evidently did not
share.
Threads of Life ties the benefits of natural dyes to the economic empowerment of
village women, reporting that women weavers make 370% more using natural dyes
than using chemical dyes once the NGO sells their ikats to a well-off international
clientele. This may be true, but there are definitely some trade-offs, particularly
concerning the great deal of time it takes to use natural dyes correctly.
Synthetically dyed textiles take significantly less time to create and provide money
quickly, which is why synthetic dyes are sometimes more economically viable for
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cash-strapped villagers. This leads to the question of whether weavers of Indonesia
ikat textiles really do want to preserve the tradition of natural dyes for the sake of
(supposed) cultural integrity and “ikat beauty.” Do they want to move away from
synthetic dyes so completely? Are commercial dyes “bad” in some fundamental
way, as some of the internationalized green economies rhetoric would have it?
Studies have shown that in other Southeast Asian countries weavers use synthetic
dyes for their own use and natural dyes to satisfy Western demand. In “Branding
Authenticity: Cambodian Ikat in Transnational Artisan Partnerships (TAPs),” S. Falls,
J. Smith, and students from Savannah College of Art and Design, USA, report that
they studied organizations in Cambodia similar to Threads of Life (2011). The
students were to pick a design for a “hol,” which is a Cambodian silk textile. The
students insisted on the use of natural dyes while the Cambodian weavers, to the
visitors’ surprise, encouraged the use of synthetic dyes. Both types of textiles were
made. In the end, the American students could not tell the difference between the
naturally dyed and synthetically dyed cloths. Competing constituencies and rival
aesthetic systems are clearly in play here.
Threads of Life allows impoverished women weavers in places like Kalimantan to
compete in the global market for the sale of ikat textiles using natural dyes as
compared to synthetic dyes. Of course, there cannot be a market for such products
without demand. Not only is there a demand for fine textiles produced by
indigenous communities in Indonesia: there is also an international demand for
“green” products, particularly textiles that use natural dyes.

Upscale, wealthier tourists and experienced art collectors are sometimes attracted
to the mere idea of natural dyes. Some supposedly ethically conscious consumers
in the West automatically attribute beauty, goodness, environmentalism, and an
anti-industrialist mentality to the word “natural.” An ideology of “nature” dominates
some of these global markets and art circuits today; this is called “green
consumerism.” The example of the American students’ visit to Cambodia depicts
how it is not the concrete, complex Southeast Asian aesthetics of natural dyes that
rule the tastes of international consumers but rather just a vaguer, even
romanticized idea of natural dyes and their purported goodness.
Furthermore, this ideology of nature also plays into the “authenticity” of such
textiles. Tourists and collectors of art can relate authenticity to primitiveness.
Natural dyes imply a “closeness” to nature, making textiles seem more primitive.
Natural dyes, thus, contribute to the degree of authenticity that some well-off
collectors and tourists ascribe to these ikat textiles, making the cloths more
appealing, and more collectible—and more expensive.
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Pak Pong teaching us
Dye pots and dyestuffs, Threads of Life
about natural dyes, Threads shop, Ubud.
of Life dye studio.

Threads of Life plays into this ideology of natural dye virtue and social
consciousness. For example, when a visitor walks into their impressive and truly
beautiful shop in Ubud, they are confronted with materials used for the natural dye
processes (such as frames for the yarns, dyepots, and small baskets full of dried
dyestuffs). This is an alluring marketing strategy that automatically makes the
consumer more attracted to the textiles for sale, as these cloths are clearly being
made with organic materials.
Threads of Life may seem as though they are completely for exclusive use of
natural dyes, but they do exhibit a degree of flexibility. When talking to one of the
co-founders, Jean Howe, we found this. She relayed a story to us about a village in
North Sumatra where weavers are more skilled in synthetic dye use than in the old
ways. Threads of Life had, at first, pushed these Toba Batak weavers to use natural
dyes to see what they could come up with but the Threads of Life staff discovered
that they created much lovelier textiles using the synthetic dyes. Howe said that
Threads of Life should be open to such change, which is reassuring.
Ideally, Threads of Life should experiment and find quicker, more efficient ways to
use natural dyes. More research should be done trying to find more responsible
and environmentally friendly synthetic dyes combined with sustainable
development of natural dyes. This might involve partnerships with the science
departments of Indonesian and Malaysian universities.

The Future of Natural Dyes?
An International Symposium and Workshop
on Natural Dyes initiated by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) took place in
Hyderabad, India in 2006. Attendees
included 700 researchers, artisans, craft
promoters and representatives of non-
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governmental organizations from 57
countries. This conference upheld the role of
NGO’s in developing and sustaining naturally
dyed textiles and markets for these cloths
and dyes. Furthermore, textile education was
promoted, even at the college level.
Particularly, courses dealing with
environmental awareness and natural dyes
Symplocos plants in pots and loba in
would be most appropriate, conferencepackets, dye studio, Threads of Life.
goers held. Concern was expressed over the
scarcity of resources in some areas, which
called for national regulation and
management of natural resources as well as
research that would look into alternative natural dyestuffs.
Threads of Life itself demonstrates this carefully modulated environmental
consciousness by introducing sustainable practices of cultivating natural resources.
For example, when one collects the root bark of Morinda, one must only collect it
from one side of the tree at a time, allowing the other side enough time to
regenerate. As well, due to increasing deforestation, today the Symplocos tree is
harder to come by. Several years ago Threads of Life experimented and found that
the most aluminum salt comes from the fallen leaves. A particularly rich Symplocos
forest is found in West Flores. So, the NGO staff harvests the leaves there and
manufactures the aluminum salt. Threads of Life then sends the aluminum salt in
packages to weaving communities throughout Indonesia, helping them to continue
to employ a high quality, much-needed mordant in a time of severe de-forestation
in many parts of the archipelago.
Finally (the 2006 conference participants concluded), to further promote natural
dyes in international markets, products should be marked with an eco-label or
certification. From the Hyderabad conference, one can conclude that natural dyes
are not going anywhere. In many nations there is a strong desire to uphold the art
of natural dyeing and to further develop it. As Bechtold et al wrote in an article in
the Journal of Cleaner Production entitled “Natural Dyes in Modern Dyehouses –
How To Combine Experiences of Two Centuries To Meet the Demands of the
Future” (2003) a general one-bath dyeing process could be established for various
natural dyes . More acceptable fastness properties could also be achieved.
Because of the dominance of synthetic dyes, natural dyes could not develop along
with the technological modernization of textiles and the textile industry (in terms
of changes of loom technology and so on).
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Numerous synthetically dyed textiles in the Ubud marketplace
compared to a naturally dyed Threads of Life textile from Toraja.

More research needs to be done to discover more natural dye materials that can be
effectively used in a one-bath dyeing process and that can be sustainably
employed. Realistically, natural dyes will never dominate over the synthetic dyes in
the Southeast Asian textile industry, but they will probably always be available as a
specialized alternative. If village ikat dyers and weavers can gain more family
income in the process, so much the better. Yet, these changes can have
consequences for circuits of traditional cloth exchange, our next topic.
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In many Indonesian societies outside Indic Java (for instance, societies in Flores,
Sumba, West Timor, and the Batak regions of North Sumatra), hand-woven ikat
textiles are not simply cloths to clothe the body or encircle important ritual spaces:
they are key items of ceremonial exchange between houses and kin groups as
well. Ikats bind whole family groups together. Moreover, ceremonial exchanges of
textiles course between different regions of some islands, such as uplands and
lowlands.
The highly patterned gift giving of ikat textiles is especially important in this range
of societies at weddings. Ikats often accompany the bride on her “marriage
journey” to live with her new husband and his close family members, who
sometimes reside in a village distant from the bride’s childhood home. This textile
exchange is sometimes anchored to a larger exchange of other ritual and practical
goods, such as livestock.

Traditional textile market in Balige, Toba Batak area, North Sumatra. Ulos textiles
like these are purchased by Toba families for marriage alliance exchange gifts.
S. Rodgers, 1986

These bridal textiles are sometimes thought to “carry fertility” along with them into
the new union. Ikats help ensure that babies (an ultimate sign of good fortune and
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luck in much of village Southeast Asia) will be born soon to the young couple. In
some case the young bride has woven some of her own wedding ikats, making
them especially meaningful.
In these idealized systems of gift exchange (much extolled in village oratory),
“masculine” metal objects course back in the opposite direction (from the
bridegroom’s family to the bride’s natal kin) as exact counter-gifts to the
presentations of ikat textiles coming from the bride’s side.
These metal objects can consist of swords, knives, heavy gold or silver neck
chains, or a variety of precious metal ornaments (earrings, necklaces, bracelets,
pendants). Hard, dense, weighty metal objects of all these types are often thought
to be more masculine than textiles, within these village ideologies about
“balanced” marriage exchanges. The more lightweight, open weave, flexible ikat
textiles are associated with the feminine, in some of these societies. Not only do
they accompany the bride, but they are also literally the products of women’s
hands. Ikat production is largely a female undertaking in many parts of Indonesia
outside Java. Metalsmithing, by contrast, is associated with men in many
Indonesian societies (see Charles Zerner 1981). When metal and cloth are
combined, fertility and good fortune are said to result.

Two-in-One Unions

Mamuli gold pendant from East Sumba. These
ornaments are used to balance textile gifts i
n marriage exchange.

As shown in the articles in The Flow of
Life: Essays on Eastern Indonesia
(James Fox, ed. 1980) and in a wide
range of excellent ethnographies on
outer island Indonesian ethnic minority
peoples of this same general type (see
For Further Reading below), schemes
of thought in these societies often
posit a long series of paired binary
oppositions. Examples include Father
Sky counterposed to his counterpart,
Mother Earth; war and killing
counterposed to life-giving processes
such as pregnancy and birth; and –
importantly for the appreciation of ikat
—metalwork versus ikat textiles.
Mamuli gold pendant from East Sumba
Maleness contrasted to (yet bound to)
femaleness is obviously another
opposition in this series, in these

same societies.

These Indonesian village philosophies often seek to join their binary oppositions
together into mediated centers. These mediators can be persons (cross-dressed
shamans, for instance), things (an ikat wrapped around a basket of rice into which
a sword is thrust), or spaces (a traditional house whose living floor mediates
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between attic spaces associated with the Upperworld and areas underneath the
floorboards, connected to the Lowerworld). The person, object, or place of union
is sometimes thought to be charged with special supernatural powers.
In Toba Batak village architecture in Sumatra, for instance (at least, before the
advent of so-called modern concrete block and metal roof homes), the underworld
of the house (the space beneath the floorboards, for small livestock like pigs) met
the home’s Upperworld (the swoop-backed roof) in the central area of the
structure where the human family lives. Toba houses were once said to be boats
that sailed through generational time, producing new generations through the
union of wife-giving lineages of one clan and their opposite numbers, wifereceiving lineages of other clans.
Sometimes representatives of both marriage alliance units would live together in
such large compound houses. Patrilineal clan descent is often found in this range
of societies, although that is not always the case.
Sacredness and good fortune coming from ritual and social unions between paired
opposites (these are often sexualized and gendered opposites) are also found in
Indic Java, in Hindu Bali, and in some mainland Southeast Asian societies in the
great Indian-influenced old temple and palace states of Cambodia, Laos, and
Thailand. There, a lingga sculpture (a phallic stonework object, in temples) is often
counterposed to a yoni (representative of the female vulva). Divine kings and their
attendant priests in the 700-1400 C.E. period of Indic polities were said to control
the forces of the universe needed to join the lingga-yoni pairs together into
sacred, fertile centers. Kings could thus ensure (these ideologies asserted) good
world order, dependable rice harvests, abundant livestock, and a peaceable
kingdom. These ideologies were obviously hierarchical in nature, favoring a
privileged elite who could claim that they were to thank for good world order and
rice field bounty.

Traditional Costume
The ceremonial use of ikat-based
costumes (joined together with metal
ornaments and weaponry) emblemizes
the “lucky” and empowered bride,
groom, or noble-born person in many
Indonesian societies outside Java. Ikat
cloth is also lauded as a magically
protective textile suitable for safely
wrapping a baby into a tight carrying
holder strapped to a relative’s body.
    Newborns especially are thought to
be vulnerable to health emergencies and
also to soul-loss. Wrapping an infant
snugly in an ikat baby carrier cloth
wards off sudden illness, the cold (much
feared in this region), and a calamitous
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situation in which a youngster’s soul
escapes the body (through the top of
the head) and goes wandering. Illness
Young girl in East Sumba wearing ceremonial
or even death can result, in these views.
sarong and turtle shell comb. The curlicue
on her forehead denotes her exact stage of
The tight “packaging” of the vulnerable
life.
child with ikat can hold back such evil
forces. The ikat cloth baby carrier
constitutes, in effect, an extension of
the mother’s care started during pregnancy, when the child was “enwrapped”
inside the womb. In fact, cloth enwrapment imageries are key to the ideologies of
protection, good health, and parental caregiving found in much of village
Southeast Asia.
Ikat cloth production and use is not always so benign and positive, however.
Anthropologist Janet Hoskins points to West Sumbanese ikat’s connections to
women’s hidden supernatural powers, and to certain women dyers’ closeness to
the forces of death, in her article cited above, “Why Do Ladies Sing the Blues?
Indigo Dyeing, Cloth Production, and Gender Symbolism in Kodi” (1989).
The ceremonial use of ikat-based costumes (joined together with metal ornaments
and weaponry) emblemizes the “lucky” and empowered bride, groom, or nobleborn person in many Indonesian societies outside Java. Ikat cloth is also lauded as
a magically protective textile suitable for safely wrapping a baby into a tight
carrying holder strapped to a relative’s body.
Newborns especially are thought to be vulnerable to health emergencies and also
to soul-loss. Wrapping an infant snugly in an ikat baby carrier cloth wards off
sudden illness, the cold (much feared in this region), and a calamitous situation in
which a youngster’s soul escapes the body (through the top of the head) and goes
wandering. Illness or even death can result, in these views. The tight “packaging”
of the vulnerable child with ikat can hold back such evil forces. The ikat cloth baby
carrier constitutes, in effect, an extension of the mother’s care started during
pregnancy, when the child was “enwrapped” inside the womb. In fact, cloth
enwrapment imageries are key to the ideologies of protection, good health, and
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parental caregiving found in much of village Southeast Asia.
Ikat, Witchcraft, and Danger
Ikat cloth production and use is not always so benign and positive, however.
Anthropologist Janet Hoskins points to West Sumbanese ikat’s connections to
women’s hidden supernatural powers, and to certain women dyers’ closeness to
the forces of death, in her article cited above, “Why Do Ladies Sing the Blues?
Indigo Dyeing, Cloth Production, and Gender Symbolism in Kodi” (1989).
In Kodinese villages, Hoskins reports, the indigo dyepot is both feared and
respected as a site of power: positive power to help color great ikats but also
negative power and danger since the stink of the fermenting and crushed indigo
leaves in the vessel recalls the smell of a rotting corpse. Only very resilient and
powerful persons may safely come in contact with the indigo dyepot, or with
corpses, to help prepare the body for burial. The most powerful people in these
regards? Older women past menopause, who can control the forces of bodily
corruption. As noted, these women serve as both the expert dyers for the village
and as the great midwives (who can help control the fraught development of the
fetus in the womb).
Hoskins writes that death forces lie close to life-giving forces, in Kodi (1989). If a
fetus miscarries, villagers sometimes tell the mother that the ‘threads just did not
soak up the dyes’ as they should have. The rounded belly of a pregnant woman is
allied metaphorically in Kodi to the rounded dyepot for preparing indigo. An older
woman dyer/midwife can manipulate the substances in either vessel. For instance,
she is powerful and knowledgeable enough to provide some women with special
abortificaents, also made of leaves.
Older women’s “blue powers” are feared by men in Kodi. These crones can plot
behind men’s backs, to aid younger women in efforts to circumvent male control
of their fertility. For instance, Hoskins reports, if a young wife suffers a
miscarriage very early in pregnancy her husband and his kin will urge her to
quickly bury the miscarriage substances without much ceremony, without a formal
funeral (which is only for “full humans”). But sometimes the mother mourns that
fetus, whom she considers a true lost child. In such cases she can consult an older
woman midwife/indigo dyer, to ask for special herbs that she can plant in the
ground right atop the buried tissues. After the small plants come up, the young
wife can secretly eat them; she is taking in the essence of her baby who died in
utero, her midwife assures her. Some months later, when the young women gets
pregnant again, her husband and his male kin consider this a new pregnancy. But,
the young woman in league with her midwife say different (to themselves). They
have regenerated that earlier fetus, outside of male control
Kodinese men fear such powers of older dyer-women, who operate so close to the
forces of both life and death. It is possible that several of the processes in
producing ikat may have provided women in many parts of Southeast Asia with
languages for asserting power in families, in larger clans, and in broader marriage
alliance networks.
Weaving an ikat on the loom, whatever the case, is often associated with ‘weaving
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a fetus’ in the womb throughout village Indonesia. One indication of this: the
knife that is used to cut the finished cloth off the loom is often likened to the knife
that a midwife uses to cut a newborn’s umbilical cord. The two knives have the
same name. Ikat cultures have many symbolic redundancies like this.
Technological changes in cloth production and wider circuits for marketing ikat
textiles can threaten these older, village-based ideologies of cloth.
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Indonesian and Sarawak Malaysian ikats
are important cultural objects thought
by villagers and some city residents to
possess supernatural powers. These
cloths are often involved in the
protection and healing of individuals
and communities. One such textile is
the geringsing, produced in a village
cluster in East Bali called the Tenganan
settlements. Tenganan Pegeringsingan
is the most famous of these. A case
study of the geringsing as a healing
textile in contemporary Bali shows that
the use of textiles for spiritual
protection and healing appears to be
declining as biomedicine in Bali
increases in scope and public legitimacy.
Geringsing is undergoing significant
Big, protective Banyan tree, wrapped in
secularization, as Bali’s cloth worlds
magical poleng cloth, Bali, 2012.
Such trees harbor spirits.
increasingly commercialize. For
background on geringsing, see sources
cited in suggested readings; see also
Susan Rodgers and Robin Cumella, Holy Cross class of 2011, Geringsing in
Transition: A Balinese Textile on the Move (2011). This pamphlet accompanied a
small exhibition of geringsing textiles at Holy Cross in spring 2011.

Textiles and Supernatural Forces
Indonesian and Malaysian textiles are traditionally not mere pieces of art or of
clothing but are ritual, spiritual objects possessing magical, sacred qualities. Ikats
are power-filled cloths; as noted, their powers connect especially to women’s
fertility forces. These “empowered” textiles are embedded in Indonesian cultural
worlds (as mentioned, there are over 300 of these in the nation) and are the center
of important spiritual beliefs and practices.
Due to the association of spiritual powers with ikats, numerous taboos characterize
these cloths’ production. This belief system aligns fertility, age, gender, health,
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and the natural dye process. In some places, such as Kodi in west Sumba, only
certain older women can do indigo dyeing (Hoskins 1989). They own the secret
knowledge of herbalism, midwifery, tattooing, and witchcraft. This “blue arts”
knowledge yields high social status. In many eastern Indonesian weaving societies,
younger, lower status women who are menstruating or pregnant are not allowed to
weave or dye threads, for fear of harming the fetus and ruining the cloth.
Power-filled ikats are also used as sources of protection from illness and danger.
These textiles are crucial in rites of passage for protecting the vulnerable soul as it
moves from one stage of life to the next (it is feared that death can occur in these
transitions). Other textiles serve as important cultural objects which protect the
spirit from various types of harm. Below are a few brief descriptions of how some
ikats are used as a source of healing and/or spiritual protection from dangers and
harm. In addition, the case study below discusses the geringsing as a healing,
protective textile – one undergoing change today as biomedicine gains in public
attractiveness throughout Southeast Asia.

Healing and Protective Cloths of Southeast Asia
Batik in Java: Batik is still used today in an important Javanese ceremony named
Mitoni to protect a women and her fetus during pregnancy. The Mitoni ceremony is
held during the seventh month of a woman’s first pregnancy. After seven months
of pregnancy, the baby is thought by the Javanese to have a soul. During the
Mitoni ceremony, the pregnant woman is wrapped in seven layers of batik. This
snug wrapping is thought to protect the developing baby from harm, secure the
soul of the infant-to-be, and bring good fortune to the expectant family.

Blue Sibolang ulos cloth, Toba Batak.
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Toba Batak Ulos
Cloaks: The ulos cloaks
made by the Toba Batak
people are often used in
ceremonies to envelop a
social unit and bring
good fortune and
protection to that unit.
One such social unit is a
couple about to be
married. The Batak
people wrap ulos cloaks
around the shoulders of
the woman and man in
a wedding ceremony.
This symbolic wrapping
brings good fortune to
the pair, and protects
their marriage from
harm. The wrapping is
also thought to ensure
that the marriage is

Healing Textiles - ikat

fertile. The ulos cloak is
a gift from the bride’s
kin to the groom’s
family (that is, from the
wife-givers to the wifereceivers).

Batik with the Parang rusak motif: Found mostly in Yogyakarta, Central Java, the
parang rusak motif is thought to convey healing and protective powers. The
parang rusak is a design with a diagonal “broken sword pattern,” and the textile
can be used as a long carrying cloth for a baby. This is thought by many people to
cure a small child’s illness or guard a sick youngster from further harm.

Kaot Baite Rarote

Kaot Baite Rarote: In one of our
lessons at Threads of Life in
summer 2012, we were shown a
type of protective cloth, Kaot
Baite Rarote, found in East
Timor. This cloth, shown on the
left is worn by a woman during
pregnancy to guard her unborn
child from any source of harm
and to ward off complications
with the pregnancy. During our
lesson, we were taught that one
of the motifs on the cloth is the
placenta motif and that is the
particular part of the textile that
is protective.

Geringsing Cloth Case Study, Contemporary Bali
The geringsing
is both the most
renowned textile
of Bali and a
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sacred and
magical object
for families in
ideological
transition today.
Geringsing is a
double ikat,
which means dye
resists are tied
on both the
warp and weft
threads to create complex patterns. This process is done only in one village in Bali:
Tenganan Pegeringsingan. The tied threads are sent out to weavers in the smaller
Tenganan villages to be woven on backstrap looms in continuous warp. Handspun
cotton is used, and the classic muted red, brown/black, and tan colors come from
natural dyes.
Geringsing is much-studied as it is the most important Balinese cloth for
ceremonies (see For Further Reading, especially works by Urs Ramseyer). When
properly woven, these cloths can protect vulnerable persons from illness and harm.
When the geringsing’s warp is uncut, the textile is in its most sacred form. Cutting
the warp supposedly releases exorcistic powers and creates a fringe thought to
have healing powers. A small piece of fringe mixed with holy water can magically
heal sick children or livestock when given as a drink (some Balinese say). Burnt
fragments may also provide a base for medicines and curative balms. If a
geringsing has been “ruined” due to overuse or poor quality, then it may be sold
out of the Tenganan villages and a small piece will be used in tooth filing
ceremonies. This is a highly dangerous transition in Bali and the soul is vulnerable
to harm or even death during tooth filing. By laying a piece of geringsing on the
pillow upon which the initiate lays his or her head during the rite of passage, the
textile is thought to protect the soul from harm as it leaves childhood and enters
adolescence (and sexual awareness). Geringsing is similarly used in cremation
ceremonies throughout Bali.
While in Bali we made trips to Tenganan Dauh Tukad, a smaller Tenganan weaving
village, to study geringsing. Interviews with Pak Kadek, a calendar maker and tour
guide whose wife weaves geringsing,(shown below), shed light on the cloth’s role
as a healing textile in contemporary Bali. In one interview docent
Tricia Giglio inquired about
geringsing as a healing textile. Pak
Kadek stated that geringsing was
still believed to be a protective
textile today. He commented that
the textile was not so much a
“healing” cloth used for specific
sickness as it was a textile used as
protection against all bad things, or
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bala. The meaning of the word
geringsing means protection from
illness, he asserted (or, “no epidemic”).
When Pak Kadek was questioned further on the healing powers of geringsing and
asked if there were magical powers in the fringe, his hesitation was evident. He did
eventually tell a story about a sick cow who was cured after drinking water which
held a small piece of geringsing fringe. His hesitation was of particular interest to
us and has led us to question if the use of geringsing in healing practices is as
prevalent as the literature suggests. We wonder why the Balinese are hesitant to
share information on these practices with foreigners if the practices still persist.
Ultimately, this situation raises questions of how textiles fit into traditional healing
practices as these interact with ascendant biomedical systems in use today.
Contemporary Bali has many clinics, hospitals, physicians, and nurses. How is this
impacting geringsing’s mystique as a healing cloth?
Suggestions for Further Research in Medical Anthropology
Further fieldwork in Bali could address that important question. What is happening
to geringsing, and ikatsin general, as traditional medicine (anchored as it is in
cloth production and use) contends with the rise of biomedicine?
Contemporary medical anthropology could inform such studies. Medical
anthropology draws on social, cultural, biological, political, and linguistic
anthropology to understand factors that influence health, disease, treatment, and
medical systems throughout history and today. Indonesia and Malaysia are of
interest to medical anthropologists since internationalized biomedicine is on the
rise there, against a backdrop of vibrantly sophisticated traditional medical
systems. Dual medical systems result. Although most Indonesians and Malaysians
seek biomedical treatment, they often also consult traditional healers. For instance,
in an article in International Journal of Breast Cancer M. Muhamad et al found as
many as 80% of Malaysians consult traditional healers at some point in their lives (
2012). Why is this? Answers are rooted in complex beliefs tied to religion, access
to clinics and hospitals, and the costs of biomedicine.
One factor contributing to the dual medical system pertains to the idea of the
body. In internationalized biomedicine, the body is viewed as a complex machine
where the mind and body are completely separate. However, in Indonesia and
Malaysia the body is viewed as a “microcosm of the universe,” where being at
peace with the family, village, clan, and ancestral spirits is extremely important.
Traditional medicine’s ability to provide healing for this spiritual, even cosmic
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body partly explains its continued appeal to many, including the highly educated.
Further research on the full social context of geringsing healing in an era of
assertive, technology-based, globalized biomedicine would demand insights from
the most recent scholarship in medical anthropology. This literature also looks to
politics and national contexts. Geringsing’s anxious and shifting relationship with
globalized biomedicine (very much supported by the Indonesian state) calls for
subtle political analysis. Geringsing interpretations are about large issues of
Balinese and Indonesian identities, and “tradition” and “modernity.” Once again ikat
cloths have become sites of cultural contestation.
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What is Ikat?

As is obvious, ikat textiles have a wide
variety of purposes. In Indonesia and
Malaysian Sarawak they can play an
important role in ceremonies such as
funerals and weddings but they can also
be worn as everyday sarongs or used as
baby carrier slings or headwraps.
Beyond these uses, however, ikat also
has a more universal appeal. This has
fostered a vigorous international
commercialization of this cloth type.
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Ikat as noted refers to the technique in
which the threads of the cloth are dyed
before they are woven. Threads are tied
with resists and bleeding from beneath
the ties create the distinctive blurry look
of the patterns. The softness of the
Blurriness of ikat exhibited in an
designs distinguishes ikat from other
endek textile, Bali.
textiles, and, importantly, this blurriness
of pattern seems to be a universally
pleasing aesthetic. Thus, a textile with seemingly extremely localized, gendered,
protective and ritual significance in places like Bali and Iban longhouses in Sarawak
has traveled far beyond its origin places in Southeast Asia to penetrate markets
elsewhere. In the process, ikat has shifted technologically, ideologically,
aesthetically, and in terms of use---as it has journeyed, lately, into internationalized
fashion sectors. This is an important cloth trajectory examined in our Cantor Art
Gallery exhibition.
Ikat’s fate within transnational economies of style is an important issue, we assert.
Cloth, in and of itself, is malleable. It can be shaped into various articles of
clothing and purposed and re-purposed for many uses. Because of this quality of
malleability, the use of cloth in fashion connects clothing and self-expression (at
the level of the individual) and clothing and the representation of “peoplehood”
(whether it be a matter of ethnic peoplehood identities or national identities). Ikat
today figures into representation at all these levels—both in Southeast Asia and far
beyond that, in venues such as Crate and Barrel catalogues and websites.
Ikat’s inherent “blurriness” is intriguing to think about in this regard. Perhaps this
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is an especially transportable sort of textile, because of its unique aesthetics.
According to Fred Davis in Fashion, Culture, and Identity (1992), textile ambiguity
can actively foster transborder crossings: as he writes, “In the symbolic realm of
dress and appearance… ‘meanings’ in a certain sense tend to be simultaneously
both more ambiguous and more differentiated...Meanings are more ambiguous in
that it is hard to get people in general to interpret the same clothing symbols in
the same way” (Davis 1992: 9). Ikat has travelled far, given this transmutability and
built-in design instability.
We saw much evidence of these processes in the dress shops of Ubud in Bali, in
more upscale ateliers there and in Sanur as Balinese and international designers
sold pricey endek dresses and jackets, and in the famous Main Bazaar Street in
Kuching. There, cheap t-shirts for children reinterpreted once-sacred pua ikat
motifs with great abandon. We also saw ikat’s mutability in fashion and
housewares websites in the contemporary United States. What in the world is
happening to ikat in these fashion scapes, as the textile form mutates with great
commercial creativity?
       

Tourist art pua-style
wallet, Kuching

Ikat for sale in Ubud shop.

Endek skirts, shop in Ubud

Fashion Worlds Trends
Fashion theory from work by anthropologists, historians, and cultural studies
scholars over the last fifteen years is helpful here in setting an interpretive agenda
(Niessen, Leshkowich and Jones 2003; Jones and Leshkowich 2003; Niessen 2003a,
2003b; Niessen 1993, 1999, 2003, 2009; Brydon and Niessen 1998; Niessen and
Brydon 1998; Skoggard 1998; Molnar 1998; Miller and Woodward eds. 2011).
Several themes stand out from this literature that help us make sense of ikat-asfashion.
This literature points out that it is not only industrial and post-industrial societies
like the United States and Japan that “have fashion”: rather, small-scale societies
can also be said to follow fashion in body adornment styles and clothing modes.
The ideological references of such smaller-scale societies’ clothing types may be
primarily religious or attuned to local gender systems or status or stage of life
hierarchies—but, choices of such things as dye color for clothing or type of
beadwork design atop a sarong can shift in such societies for reasons of taste.
Pierre Bourdieu’s famous work on this theme is relevant here (1984). In other
words, scholarship on Asian “traditional textiles” needs to enter dialogue with
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research on regimes of taste and fashion.
The fashion theory scholarship also asserts that fashion worlds today are in tense
interaction with each other. As well, the different parties to these discourses often
deploy blunt stereotypes of “the Other.” For instance, Orientalist understandings
of Asian dress are rife in Western portrayals of Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese
women’s clothing styles. In countries like Indonesia, international imageries of
elite high fashion clothing interact with national dress regimes and those both
interact with “indigenous styles” of clothing (Toba Batak styles and so on). This is
so particularly for women’s clothing. Marketing such styles across national
borders has sometimes resulted in the disempowerment of women clothing
producers; at other times, small-scale entrepreneurs have gained some agency in
such fashion interactions.
Furthermore, the decades of increasing globalization of cheap textile production
(for instance, US$100 quilts made in China when such a product would cost many
times that if manufactured in America) have been the very same time in which
“traditional heritage textiles” have gained in political importance
worldwide, as signs of ethnic identity in
places like Peru or Indonesia (McAnany
and Little 2011). And, as clothing such
as blue jeans have become “global
denim” traditional textiles such as ikat
sarongs in Indonesia have gained added
cachet, as icons of “authenticity.”

We saw these processes at work many
times. During our fieldwork in Bali, we
spent a few days at a guesthouse near
Kuta beach (a notorious tourist hangout
in the 1970s and nowadays a shopping
Mecca for visiting Australians on
holiday). The staff of our hotel wore
blue-green ikat as part of their uniform,
perhaps with the aim of providing
Endek from shop in Ubud.
guests with an “authentic”
representation of Bali as it once was,
before the tourist onslaught. But this was one of Bali’s many illusions. Interestingly
enough, the ikat worn by the hotel staff was a form of endek, a highly
commercialized version of this tie-resist fabric. Far from being a straightforward
icon of Balinese “tradition,” endek has actually long been a thoroughly
commercialized ikat. Endek has indelible technological ties to late Dutch colonial
policies of “modernizing” the traditional textiles sector through the introduction of
commercial dyes and ABTM frame looms. Oddly enough, endek in such venues as
tourist inns has come to symbolize Bali authenticities over the last 30 years of
tourism boom times, pre- and post- 2002 Bali bombing in Kuta (a terrorist attack
by an Al Queda franchise in Indonesia). So, endek was well worth a small case
study in our fieldwork.

Endek as Commercialized Ikat
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Endek is a prominent and economically quite successful example of the
commercialization of Indonesian ikat. It is essentially a fairly simple weft ikat
which can be woven in many thread types (silk, cotton, polyesters). Once made
with predominantly red natural dyes, endek is now a commercial dye showpiece:
one can purchase this fabric in almost any color dreamed up by chemists. Endek
can have elaborate designs (historically the case, as shown in Hauser-Schaublin and
Nabholz-Kartaschoff 1991) or more elemental, abstract designs (more common
today, in commercialized endek).
Tailor shop and fashion shop selling endek, Ubud.
This Balinese ikat type can be
used as sarongs, shoulder
cloths, baby slings, or for ritual
adornment of the body or
altars. Beyond this, though,
today endek is cut and sewn into
a vast variety of fashion clothing.
Endek is made into scarves,
vests, blouses, skirts, pants,
kimono, jackets, party dresses,
and more. It is also cut and
made into such household goods
as table cloths and table
runners, pillow cases, curtains,
and even wine caddies. Endek
also appears as wallets,
backpacks, passport holders and
fanny packs. In other words,
this form of ikat is aggressively
present in Balinese markets and
street scenes today.
Tailor shop and fashion shop selling endek, Ubud.

This represents a remarkable
transformation for what once
was a court-based sacred fabric
for Balinese high nobility. As B. Hauser-Schaublin and M.L. Nabholz-Kartaschoff
note in their valuable chapter on endek in Balinese Textiles (1991: 15-16):

"[Endek] were worn on special occasions in palaces and temples as sumptuous
wraparounds (wastra, kampuh), as breast cloths (selendang, anteng) or as shawls
(cerik), frequently containing added songket or supplementary weft patterns.
Elaborate production methods and exotic imported materials such as silk, special
dyes, gold and silver threads greatly enhanced the value of these traditional status
symbols of the courtly culture."
Hauser-Schaublin and Nabholz-Kartaschoff go on to report that antique ritual
endek cloths often contained depictions of Wisnu, mythical garuda birds, and
sacred naga snakes; patola motifs of lions and elephants with riders are also found
on these old, rare ikats (1991:16). Especially fine endek was produced in the noble
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courts of north Bali in Buleleng.
By the beginning of the 20th century north Balinese endek expanded in motif
structure, to include flowers and geometrics. Soon, endek was being woven and
used throughout other parts of the island. As Hauser-Schaublin and NabholzKartaschoff go on to report (1991:17-20), during the 1930s, the tradition of endek
production and use began to detach itself from the closed world of the courts and
underwent a renewal. In many villages in Tabanan, and even on Nusa Penida,
weavers began to make simple endek materials from handspun local cottons or
from factory-produced and patterned yarns on traditional cagcag looms [back strap
looms]. At this time a dyehouse in Denpasar began marketing factory-patterned
endek yarns in large quantities. New techniques and new designs appeared
employing lou colors on cotton, silk and soon afterwards on rayon, and new
segments of the population became potential customers amd wearers of the
fabrics as a result.
A part of this thorough rethinking of endek aesthetics and production was the
reconceptualization of this once-sacred, aristocratic cloth as yardgoods, which
could be bought by the meter and cut into any sort of clothing at all (1991:20-21).
This sparked much greater local Balinese popular demand for the fabric (now
increasingly being seen as such). By the 1920s and 1930s much endek production
in east Bali was done with the ATBM loom, introduced and fostered along in
popularity by the Dutch colonial authorities as a means of mechanizing and
“modernizing” traditional textile work. This semi-mechanized frame loom allows a
weaver to produce many centimeters of cloth in a single weaving session. Newer
forms of bobbin wheels along with large-scale winders for the warps have yielded
more economies of labor, Hauser-Schaublin and Nabholz-Kartaschoff report (1991:
21).
When mass tourism came to south and central Bali in the 1970s and 1980s endek
production further intensified. The cloth was being transformed into an icon of
“Balinese-ness” in such venues as hotels and inns for foreigners. At the same time,
the fabric was being produced in such quantities that it became affordable as
everyday clothing, one step up in formality and meaningfulness from the Western
garb popular throughout Indonesia since the 1950s (that is,

Shop owners of Pelangi endek shop,
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Sidemen, Bali.
Pelangi’s factory floor out back.

pants and shirts for men and dresses and tops for women). Endek had “gone
popular” and the endek factories of Klungkung and Sidemen became large-scale
businesses.
Today, the Sidemen Valley is the heartland of fine endek production as well as the
locale for some cheaper goods. Endek factories working with specific shops have
also sprung up near Ubud. In Sidemen, some endek is woven in weaver women’s
homes or right outside in weaving pavilions; these women often work for bosses
who give them funds to purchase threads and looms. The weavers labor on a
piecework basis and retain some of the profits from the return of their completed
cloths back to their bosses. In other cases in Sidemen, an enterprising managerial
family will own a major shop for selling endek. Out back will be their large endek
factory floor, full of dozens of ATBM looms. Young women work at these for many
hours a day, being paid for how much endek they produce.
A few older Sidemen weavers are reputed to know some of the older techniques of
using natural dyes and weaving highly patterned endek on cagcag looms, but we
did not succeed in finding any of these experts. Technological modernization and
economies of size seem to have carried the day. Several years ago the national
government sponsored “textile production upgrading” workshops for Balinese
endek weavers in the West Java city of Bandung. Weavers (including many men in
this instance) learned more rationalized production techniques; all were
encouraged to use only factory-made thread, in the latest and most fashionable
colors.
With huge flows of endek ikats now streaming
out of east Balinese shop floors and homebased looms, this ikat type has become
Indonesia’s most thoroughly commercialized
form of resist-dyed textile. This
commoditization of this form of ikat has
yielded several different varieties that we
encountered in our brief fieldwork. We found
that endek has become caught up in a
marketplace of souvenirs and border-crossing fashion styles.
One venue with surprising examples of this was the ur-traditional village of
Tenganan Pegeringsingan,(photos to the left).the famous home of the storied
geringsing double ikats. All visitors discover that this “traditional village” of Bali
Aga residents is not only a cosmic village but a tourist Mecca chockfull of small
and large shops selling a great variety of trinkets and cloth types from throughout
Indonesia. On display for sale are genuine geringsing (newly woven on cagcag
looms in the village), knock-off versions of
eastern Indonesian ikats (made in factories
elsewhere in Bali and in Java), actual eastern
Indonesian ikats, batiks from Java, and endek
cloths galore. These include cheap sarongs
in garish colors but also lovely, luxurious,
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high-end endek sarongs decorated with
“geringsing motifs.” That is, mandalas and so
on through the standard repertoire of sacred
geringsing designs.

We purchased one of these for the exhibition and found
from the seller that some Balinese families would prefer to
own and use actual large geringsing for ceremonies but
find that these special cloths are entirely too expensive
for them. So, they are attracted to these faux geringsing
made of upscale endek cloth, which retail for about US$60
and up for a large sarong length. These endek do seem
to be marketed largely by Balinese for Balinese but in this
totally commoditized market any traveler can purchase a
“geringsing endek” (shown to the left).We did not detect
any hint of scandal associated with this cloth.
Cheap endek sarongs in more standard designs and endek made into tote bags,
long skirts, and other tourist wear was also readily available in the street-side
shops of the arts and tourism town of Ubud. These endek goods transform rapidly
into new styles with each international fashion season.
We encountered another range of endek goods, however, in the upscale ex-pat
residential and sales neighborhood of Sanur, near the Balinese capital of Denpasar.
Sanur is a place of villas for foreigners and pricey restaurants—all in “Balinese
style” (an international form of chic that now has its own English-language style
magazines and coffee table books). A prominent example of Sanur-esque endek
marketing is the Nogo shop.
Definitely an enterprise on the higher end, the Nogo Bali Ikat Center in central
Sanur boasts of itself as “a purveyor of high quality hand-woven ikat fabrics and
their designs have upholstered and decorated scores of hotels and villas in Bali,
including the Four Seasons Resort Bali, Le Meridien, Grand Hyatt, and Nusa Dua
Beach Hotel & Spa.” (see http://www.nogobali.com/Pages/about_us.htm). This
upscale shop takes ikat and turns it into superior fashion-wear such as shirts,
dresses and jackets. The shop also sells modestly priced, factory-made versions of
eastern Indonesian “traditional textiles” such as east Sumbanese hinggi. Also on
offer: bolts of brightly colored and superbly woven and dyed endek yardgoods.
Customers can purchase these by the meter, to take to a seamstress or tailor and
have made up into a dress or evening wear shirt (along the lines of Indonesia’s
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familiar batik shirts for men’s semi-formal wear).
One item, in particular, stood out during our visits
to the Nogo shop. We purchased a black and
brown “cocktail dress” made from ikat (shown to
the left). Retailing for roughly $70, the dress could
easily be worn by a stylish young woman for a
formal evening party in America. Taking ikat and
transforming into something that evokes a classic
Western entertainment life style is something that
the Nogo shop has done quite well. Their items are
of high quality and appeal to buyers from around
the world, for stereotypic leisure activities such as
parties with drinks and hors d’oeuvres.
Ikat, of course, was not originally conceptualized
as being purposed as a fancy, knee-length,
discretely sexy dress for young female partygoers,
drink in hand. However, insightful and well linked-in businesses like Nogo have
adapted this cloth type to the needs and wants of the tourist and Bali-based
expatriate markets.
The Nogo shop’s managers are intriguingly transnational in this regard and
perhaps this is a key to their success. Their designer is Lily Coskuner and the
Nogo staff as a whole work closely with Balinese colleagues.
Since colonial times, places like Indonesia have been combating the “Orientalism”
and “exoticism” projected on their cultures. This discourse placed Southeast Asian
cultures in an inferior position, deeming them “timeless” and “passive.” Such
cultural expressions and specifically dress were used to keep the colonized in their
subordinate positions; the labels have stuck in many venues. Leshkowich and Jones
observe, “These discourses continue to shape readings of dress today, so that even
when Asian dress is celebrated, such moves perpetuate a script of a dominant,
knowledgeable West and an inferior, ignorant Orient” (Leshkowich and Jones 2003:
9). The Nogo managers, however, have found a way to break free from these
discourses by marketing ikat in a way that the West deems high fashion – in leisure
time clothes sewn in an intriguingly luxurious, lustrous, “real ikat.”
Not all Balinese ikat fashion experiments have been so convincing and so fluid in
economic and aesthetic senses, however. Some ikat dresses and shirts, in fact,
have been misfires.
Above: Ikat bags hanging in a shop along the main street in Ubud.

Ikat Emporia in Ubud: Ikat Gone Wild?
Obviously, ikat fashions in Bali today are
anxiously positioned between “tradition” and
“modernity" and between Balinese identities (of
several sorts) and more cosmopolitan and
internationalized ones. Many ikat goods reflect
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this today, as we discovered in our summer
2012 fieldwork in the irrepressibly commercial
town of Ubud, Bali.
Walking down any street in this arts and tourism
town, one can see ikat in a profuse (even giddy)
Ikat bags hanging in a shop
variety of forms. Whether it is being worn by
along the main street in Ubud.
Balinese men as a sarong in a ritual procession
or hung on display as skirts and bags for
touristic sale at Ubud’s central market, this textile is everywhere. We found endek
and cheap versions of eastern Indonesian ikat hanging
outside local shops on the side of the street and on
mannequins in store windows. Ikat had different weight
and meaning in different venues and describing “ikat in
Ubud” would be an endless task. Suffice it to say that
ikat is being fashioned into everything from purses to
flip-flops to evening gowns in order to meet the
demands of international fashion and what might be
termed youthwear tastes, of tourists and also of Balinese
young people.

The shops along Ubud streets such as Monkey Forest Road and Main Street are
overflowing with forms of ikat on display and for sale. Bags and shirts hang from
shop windows, drawing tourists into the allure of “authentic” Bali but also touristic
Bali, as a sun-‘n-surf spot for vacationing Australians. But, we found
that there was actually important
variety in the types of shops
marketing ikat in Bali.
In contrast to the more expensive
shops, such as Nogo in Sanur,
Ubud’s central market (depicted
above) is filled with cheaper items
including, but not limited to ikat
cloth. Here one can find bags, keychains, and various clothing items made of ikat
(not to mention soaps, aromatic oils, spices, pepper, coffee beans, stone
sculptures, Balinese masks, fake ‘primitive’ sculptures, and so on and on ad
finitum). The items sold at the market are, for the most part, of lower quality and
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inexpensive. The vendors are practically on top of one another, competing for
customers and bargaining down prices with those interested in what they have for
sale. The hectic environment is vastly different than the quiet, serene, and
organized (not to mention air conditioned) lay out of the Nogo Shop in Sanur.
One particular store we visited on the Main Street in Ubud sold textiles and other
items from East Timor, or Timor Leste. This was an establishment called the
Yosim Gallery and it was established by a prominent family of Chinese-Timorese
antiques dealers after the East Timor crisis of 1999 when the Indonesian military
sought to delay East Timorese political independence. The family was once based
in Dili but then moved to Bali. They seek to sell East Timorese antiques, fine
textiles, and fashionwear to tourist publics, for profit but also to pump funds back
into still-impoverished East Timor. On their shelves, next to wood carvings and
folded piles of fine old ikat, the store also had stacks of heavy weight, button-up
shirts. We were intrigued and started to sort through the stacks, in search of
pieces for the exhibition. These shirts turned out to be patchwork items: made of
small patches of different old Timor ikats, often very fine ones. Dangling from the
back or the pocket of the shirt was the actual original fringe taken from the end of
an ikat textile as it was cut off the loom. The ikat patches were clearly taken from
old sarongs or cloaks; they were weathered and worn but the weaving and dyeing
quality was high. The shirt we purchased (shown below) had sections of a bright
lime green textile and an impressive fringe. We liked it so much that we bought a
companion piece (or, we called it such): a jaunty miniskirt (also shown below), also
made of patchwork ikat (with a zipper, this time).
   
   
These fashion items were apparently made for Western consumption, and the shop
clerk whom we talked to confirmed this. This shirt, however, does not translate
into something readily seen as “fashionable” in the eyes of Euroamerican buyers.
The shirt seemed to us to be a bit misshapen, with ungainly and hard to wear long
sleeves. The material was way too heavy to be comfortable in tropical Bali, yet the
shop clerk told us it was intended to be worn by tourists while on vacation. The
patchwork of ikat pieces ended up (to our eyes, at least) making the shirt look like
a hand-me-down, or something from a left-over table at a rummage sale. The
very fine quality of the original ikat pieces was totally lost, in this fashion clamor.
The shirt ended up being funny-looking, and kind of forlorn. In an attempt to
compete in the global fashion market, this shop had commissioned these shirts
from Timor Leste seamstresses, to be made from “authentic Timor ikat,” as if that
would appeal to discerning tourists. But it seems that no one along the supply
chain quite understood what would constitute a “Western” style in men’s shirts
from tropical countires. Blockages had occurred, and this patchwork shirt’s fashion
appeal short circuited.

Ikat Travels to
America
Ikat fashion in the
United States also comes
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within the purview of
our Cantor Art Gallery
exhibition. As noted,
ikat is characterized by
the technique used to
dye the threads. That
being said, calling
something “ikat print” or
“ikat patterned” is
problematic in terms of
any strict definition of
ikat. But, this has
certainly not deterred
marketers of ikat in
lands far from Southeast
Asia. In the United States
today, ikat has
transitioned from being
a concrete, very precise
cloth production and decoration technique to becoming solely a motif. This has
been a major transition and in some ways a troubling one. In places like the
contemporary United States, in stores and one websites, ikat “prints” can be found
on everything from couch cushions to sundresses to 2012 holiday season tree
ornaments (a Crate and Barrel contribution).
Ikat gained popularity on the heels of the “tribal” print fashion trend of the late
1900s. The fashion blog, Fashionista, offered an illuminating post titled “Our
Latest Obsession: Ikat Print” in summer, 2010. Blogger Dhani Mau wrote, “Though
the tribal print trend seems to be heading out the door, there is something so cute
and chic about the ikat print specifically that makes us want to wear it in as many
ways as possible” (http://fashionista.com/2010/07/our-latest-obsession-ikatprint/). Mau makes no mention of what ikat actually means, just that is a “chic”
new version of her previous “tribal” obsession. Note the emphasis here on the
blogger’s own self-identity and on her own passionate fashion preoccupations and
desires. Blogs such as this one demonstrate the expansive, thoroughly
transnational conceptual structure surrounding ikat as it is understood as a cloth
type today in the United States. This textile certainly has the ability to cross
borders on the strength of its special softness of motif structure, but the farther it
travels, it seems, the more it changes. Ikat in America has shed not only its
Southeast Asian religious and gender ideologies but also its very production
techniques, as a tie-resist sort of fabric. Ikat in the American shopping imaginary
has become ikat motif, pure and simple. That certainly streamlines ikat’s factory
production.
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Not surprisingly, the American home decor store Crate and Barrel caught on to the
same trend that Fashionista spotted on the runways. The same style displayed on
clothing could be translated into housewares, Crate and Barrel managers found.
Ikat is perhaps even more popular in home furnishings than in clothing wear. For
instance, the Home and Garden Television network (HGTV) featured an entire
article on their website with tips and tricks of “How to Incorporate Ikat With Your
Decor,” including printed shower curtains, bowls and even wallpaper
(http://www.hgtv.com/decorating-basics/how-to-incorporate-ikat-with-yourdecor/pictures/index.html). There is brief mention, however, of the technique of
“resist dyeing” used to produce ikat. But, the website compares it to “tie-dye” – a
major misunderstanding of ikat handlooming. As ikat travels, it seems, much is
lost in translation in terms of technological detail and ideological depth, when the
cloth type moves beyond Indonesia and is repositioned in the globalized,
fluctuating world of fashion.
Especially notable is the total loss of gendered associations with ikat, as it moved
from a cloth once linked to women’s high status and supernatural fertility powers
to becoming a fashion icon, of “‘indigeneity” in a very generic sense. Indeed, in
American fashion promotions of ikat-type clothing, Central Asian forms of ikats are
often mixed in with Southeast Asia’s quite different motif structures and color
palettes.
These processes have recently gone to extremes. As mentioned, Crate and Barrel
recently launched ikat printed ornaments for the 2012 holiday season. These tree
ornaments are somehow both faintly Indonesian and faintly Central Asian. The ikat
effect is rather “painted on,” as well. Similar trends show up in clothing in ikat
style. Mainstream clothing stores such as Anthropologie and American Eagle
(targeting youth) have all carried shorts, scarves, dresses, and so on stamped with
ikat-like prints whose only reference points aesthetically seem to be their own
design consciousness. This is Asian ikat, sans Asia. According to Sandra Niessen in
her afterward to Re-Orienting Fashion Theory, “A complex, ambiguous, and not
just a little bit murky relationship exists between Western fashion and other
clothing systems, especially non-Western, found throughout the world” (2003:
243). Southeast Asian ikat’s relationship to Euroamerican fashion does indeed have
murky elements to it, a topic to which we turn next.

Ikat Design Theft?
Anthropologists Jean
and John Comaroff have
recently skewered the
worldwide tendency for
neoliberal economies to
commodify everything:
not just overt products
for sale but also social
identities, such as
“!Kung San-ness” made
into an object for
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touristic appreciation
and consumption
Example of patola trade cloth, late 1700s or early 1800s.
Many Indonesian and Malaysian weavers over the years
(2009). Corporate
have borrowed design ideas from patola.
models of organization
are prime movers here,
as “peoples” and also
their “arts” get remade along neoliberal business lines. A far-flung consumer
public then interacts with such societies as the San, as one might buy a new pair of
Nike shoes. The Comaroff’s critique has clear implications for Southeast Asian
ikat’s transformation into a fashionwear and household goods consumable.
As shown in the fashion world examples above, today Indonesian and Sarawak ikat
designs (if not full scale handloom production technologies) have fallen into a
transnational maw of marketing mania, with ikat Christmas holiday ornaments as
one result. How can we as museum curators and docents for an exhibition on
Southeast Asian ikats best think about these issues of culture, capitalism, identity,
and possible exploitation? Anthropologist Michael F. Brown offers a valuable set of
ethical guidelines in his book Who Owns Native Culture? (2003).
Brown deals in his study with a great variety of what might be termed culture and
ownership controversies: questions about what groups should get royalties for folk
ethnobotanical knowledge that is used by pharmaceutical corporations for their
own profit; questions about the dissemination of archival photographs by 19th
century ethnographers who snapped pictures of secret rituals in American Indian
societies; questions about “cultures and copyrights.” Brown notes that one
approach to these thorny issues might be a legalistic one, in which contemporary
indigenous communities gain full-scale legal copyright to cultural materials (such
as pottery designs by the Hopi, for instance). Yet, he writes, this approach may
well be overly rigid, not to mention rather absurd given the long human history of
constant flows of knowledge and design imageries across peoplehood borders that
have always been porous. Brown advocates a more measured approach in which
the dignity of the authoring society is kept uppermost, by users and borrowers of a
cultural insight or design complex or motif. He writes that anthropologists,
community activists, museum staff, corporate officials, journalists, and all parties
to debates about “cultural ownership” should seek to “[find] justice in the global
commons” (2003:229-254).

Example of patola trade cloth, late 1700s or early 1800s. Many Indonesian and
Malaysian weavers over the years have borrowed design ideas from patola.
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We concur. In Asian textile worlds, ikat loom technologies, motifs, and dye color
conventions have long crossed societal borders, going back to at least the time of
the great trade cloth patola borrowings of the 1400s C.E. and before. Local
weaving communities in places like Flores may well claim that their ikats hark back
to pure traditional models, but historically this is simply not true. These are
thoroughly invented traditions. Much of the vibrancy and motif design verve of
island Southeast Asian ikats has come from vigorous cross-border borrowings and
individual weavers’ reactions to new weaving ideas. Globalized fashion world uses
of ikat qua ikat design does present new possibilities for outright cultural
knowledge theft, but we would suggest that carefully curated public museum
exhibitions can work as a bulwark against this, through public education “toward
dignity,” as Brown advocates.
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Ikat at NGOs
Case Studies of Two Ikat BGOs in Bali and Kuching
In Southeast Asia today, ikat handproduction is fragile in many ways: weavers
and dyers have long been attracted to
commercial, factory-made thread and
chemical dyes; fashion markets are pushing
the textile type toward cheaper, rougher
versions with fewer complex motifs; older
worldviews that once linked ikat to
supernatural powers and women’s worlds
are fading in the face of ascendant
monotheism and Asia’s various
‘modernities,’ based as these are in city life,
science, industrialization, and world wide
web communications systems. A number of
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
have been established since the 1970s to
confront some of these systematic
challenges to “ikat traditions.” These NGOs
Tricia Giglio and Hana Carey in
are themselves deeply modern,
Threads of Life shop, Ubud.
internationalized, and located far from rice
farming villages. These non-profits harness
the technologies of modernity and its economic systems to “protect” fine old ikat
weaving and dyeing ways in the name of “tradition,” an idea which is of course
another social product of Southeast Asian modernities. These NGOs are enmeshed
in complex discourses touching on issues of indigeneity, global citizenship, the
empowerment of impoverished “local women,” and green economies.
In our summer 2012 fieldwork, we did very brief and exploratory case studies of
two famous and particularly important NGOs that focus on ikat hand-production
excellence and preservation. These are the Threads of Life NGO based in Ubud,
Bali, Indonesia (www.threadsoflife.com) and the Tun Jugah Foundation, in the city
of Kuching in Malaysian Sarawak (www.tunjugahfoundation.org.my). These two
well-known, well-run organizations form an instructive contrast, for Threads of Life
was established by two non-Asians and a Balinese associate and has a notably
sophisticated marketing strategy and web presence, while the Tun Jugah
Foundation was founded by a prominent indigenous Iban family, long active in
Kuching politics and business life. The Tun Jugah Foundation also has a significant
museum display component and sponsors library-based and fieldwork-based
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research on Iban traditions writ large. The Tun Jugah Foundation has an entirely
Malaysian staff, many of them Iban.

The Tun Jugah Foundation,
housed in a skyscraper in
downtown Kuching, is
forthrightly “pro-modernity” in
its representations of the Iban
peoples and its hopes for their
future. The Tun Jugah
Foundation is also notably proMalaysia, as a nation state.
Somewhat in contrast to this,
Threads of Life emphasizes
indigenous and village-level
imageries of Indonesian life in
Hana Carey talks to the granddaughter of
its main shop in Ubud and
Tun Jugah at the Tun Jugah foundation.
seems skeptical of Indonesian
nationalism. This NGO’s heart
seems to be directed most
passionately toward the archipelago’s individual ethnic minority societies,
conceptualized as such – rather than toward the nation of Indonesia. In addition,
Threads of Life pursues a cultural preservationist agenda in regard to village
weaving cooperatives. Threads of Life also stresses their own universalist green
citizenship credentials. These include membership in the WFTO, the World Fair
Trade Organization.
What is occurring ideologically, economically, and politically with these two
excellent NGOs as they interact today with ikat textile realms, in globalizing
contexts, during a time of neoliberal economic ascendancy throughout much of
Southeast Asia? What ikat weavings result from these two NGOs’ sponsorship of
weaving groups? Our brief fieldwork was illuminating in beginning to answer some
of these questions.
Our exhibition is fortunate to have five fine ikats woven by weavers associated with
Threads of Life, through their micro-finance loan arrangements. Our field research
allows us to see these Threads of Life ikats with a bit more anthropological clarity
than would have been the case without our in-person visits to the NGO’s
headquarters in Bali. Our short interactions with the Tun Jugah weavers in Kuching
helps us in similar ways to see Iban pua cloths in some social depth. Luckily, pua
are well-studied by textile researchers and we were able to depend on that
scholarship as background (see, for instance, Linggi 1998).

Threads of Life in Bali, Indonesia
Threads of Life: Indonesian Textile Arts
Center is a non-governmental
organization based in the bustling arts
town of Ubud, Bali (so famous on the
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international upscale tourist trek
through Asia that it was a site for the
Julia Roberts film “Eat, Pray, Love”).
Threads of Life’s history shows it to be
the brainchild of American Jean Howe
and Briton William Ingram, who have
directed this organization since its
inception in the 1990s with a Balinese
co-founder, I Made Maduarta, or Pong.
All three were our teachers in a series of
lessons on Indonesian textile arts we
took in summer 2012. Bapak Pong is
Threads of Life shop, Ubud, 2012
the organization’s main ethnobotanist
and he also helps coordinate a number
of the field site visits to the NGO’s weaving cooperatives throughout the
archipelago. He is assisted in this by staffers from Java, Timor, and Sulawesi.
This impressive NGO seeks to revive traditional weaving and dyeing techniques
throughout village Indonesia. It also aims to empower women in impoverished
Indonesian communities in places like Sumba, Flores, West Timor, Kalimantan, and
most recently the Toba Batak area of North Sumatra.
Howe and Ingram were originally running a tour company for international heritage
and adventure travelers in the eastern Indonesian islands in the 1970s. One place
they often visited was a whaling community on the coast of Lamalera, near Flores
(we found in interviews with Howe and Ingram in summer 2012). During the
Southeast Asian economic crisis of 1997-98, Howe and Ingram noticed that the
indigenous people of Lamalera were selling heirlooms, particularly textiles, in their
desperation for cash for such needs as food and school tuition payments for their
children. Furthermore, Howe and Ingram noticed that inherited textiles proved
difficult to preserve over time due to the hot, humid climate of the tropics.
Therefore, they decided, the best way for textiles in Lamalera and other eastern
Indonesian islands to be conserved would be by actual re-creation. Threads of Life
was thus created by Howe and Ingram to aid in this process and specifically to save
the traditional methods of creating these culturally important cloths. Once dyed
and woven by the (revived) old techniques, the weavers’ ikats would be widely
marketed by Threads of Life.
Today, Threads of Life partners with eleven weaving communities throughout
Indonesia and runs a prosperous, well-respected organization that sells the
weavers’ ikats to an upscale international clientele. These ikats are exceptionally
well made and typically sell for about US$200 to US$900. Customers include expat residents of the Ubud region (for instance, Australian baby boomer retirees),
upscale inns and hotels in Bali (where the Threads of Life ikats become part of the
décor) , international collectors, and Indonesians with a special interest in fine
ikats. Most of the weavings are traditional in format in that they are large pieces
that could be used as sarongs or cloaks (although many customers do hang them
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on walls); other products are old-style (but newly woven) ikats made into sofa
pillows and other small housewares.

Threads of Life Economic Package and Business Model
As we found in our summer 2012 interviews, when Threads of Life first began in
Lamalera, the need for a strong business model was immediately evident.
Although Howe and Ingram wanted to provide weavers with the means to produce
a high quality textile by using traditional weaving and dye techniques, the founders
of the NGO soon discovered that the weavers were not comfortable with debt. They
quickly set in place a Symmetrical Debt System, which centered on exchange. The
weavers refused to accept any commission previous to making the textile (another
sign of their then-distance from secular capitalism). In the face of this, Threads of
Life worked out a long-term plan in which a balanced payment allows for mutual
benefit on both the weavers’ side and Threads of Life’s side. Education in
Euroamerican business practices is indeed a key part of the Threads of Life
“package” presented to village weavers and dyers. In fact, the Threads of Life
website cites “capacity building” in the sense of business capacity as one of its
primary aims in working with weaver women in places like Flores and Sumba.
Howe emphasized in a June 2012 interview the importance of relationship and
trust in this business model. Drawing on the published international textile
research and word of mouth, Threads of Life directors and staff will identify a
community that previously had great dyeing, tying, and weaving traditions but is
under threat of losing some or all of these. Indonesian staff members are then sent
out to talk to the dyers and weavers, inform them about Threads of Life, and build
a relationship based on trust and mutual respect. To establish themselves in a
community, Threads of Life is faced with the challenge of convincing older,
knowledgeable weaver women to share the secrets of their skills and techniques
with other weavers. The organization will then provide the whole circle of weavers
with various materials, ranging from handspun cotton to the essential mordants
for the natural dye process. Threads of Life then essentially puts an American-style
credit union into place for the group of weavers. The organization works out a
quality control standard for the quality of textiles that will later be sent to Bali for
retail. Threads of Life commissions the weaver to make a specific type of textile
(indeed, often an ikat) and pays her one third of what they will sell the textile for
in retail. Threads of Life then markets the textiles in person in their shop in Ubud
or via the web to well-off, heritage-conscious international clients.
This commission is 370% more per hour than a weaver would make using synthetic
dyes and selling their works themselves, we discovered in a June 2012 interview
with Ingram. The Threads of Life directors have such exact assessment data since
they often use such information in grant applications to foundations (such as the
Toyota Foundation). They do an estimable amount of research on Indonesian
textile heritages; some of their discoveries go toward encouraging weavers in
places like Sumba to return to using old motifs or old natural dye colors.

Threads of Life Staffing
In our June 2012 interview as we all sat in
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an informal classroom space above a tourist
restaurant in Jl. Kajeng, William Ingram
placed emphasis on the importance of
relationships with local weavers in the
success of Threads of Life. He spoke
specifically of the advantages of having a
largely Balinese staff, as opposed to one
that hailed from outside Indonesia. The
organization is proud of its carefully trained
Balinese workers, and Ingram believes that
the Balinese are able to recognize the same
basic ceremonies across different
Indonesian cultures. Consequently, in his
view, they can connect to other Indonesian
peoples like residents of Lamalera. In
addition, Ingram mentioned that the
Balinese are able to show weavers from
A Balinese staff person at
other regions that it is possible to maintain
Threads of Life dye studio.
traditions and make a good living in the
current national and international economy,
by participating in export production and international tourism. Bali certainly has
strengths in those two realms.
Although there may be some advantages to having a predominantly Balinese staff,
Threads of Life is perhaps oversimplifying the presence of their Balinese workers in
the NGO’s target areas in the “outer islands.” The Threads of Life directors may be
overlooking the cultural complexities of their staffing plan. Ancient Bali was
composed of a variety of Indianized kingdoms, while most of eastern Indonesia had
smaller-scale, village-based societies with chiefs. Today, Bali is extremely different
from the other islands in economy, standard of living indicators, religion, and
political structure. Bali is also known as a lavish tourist destination and is
constantly blooming, while other areas farther to the east remain hard to get to
and deeply impoverished. In addition, one major hindrance in having a
predominantly Balinese staff which Ingram and Howe may not fully recognize is the
religious divide. Bali is a Hindu society whereas eastern Indonesians usually follow
indigenous religions or Christianity.
One Balinese Staff member helps display textiles and explains motifs during a
lesson at Threads of Life.
Balinese workers will bring their Hindu beliefs to the field with them and may not
completely understand the equally complex religious practices and beliefs of
different Indonesian societies.
The staffers may be tempted to
over-simplify what are actually
significant religious divides
between Bali and eastern
Indonesian societies; these
religious worlds, as is evident by
now, are deeply entwined with
ikat textile production and use.
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One Balinese Staff member helps
display textiles and explains motifs
during a lesson at Threads of Life.

Threads of Life’s website today
notes that its staffers include
not only Hindus but Muslims,
Catholics, and Protestants. Left
out of mention here are the
indigenous religions that
animate so much ikat weaving
and use. The NGO does seem
to be predominantly Balinese
and international in its core
identities.

Lastly, the Balinese staff at least appeared to communicate to other peoples
through the national Indonesian language, Bahasa Indonesia. But, to truly
understand a weaving culture, one must understand the indigenous language of
the community as well as the national language. Ikat dyers and weavers often have
much of their esoteric textile production knowledge lodged in an indigenous
language, such as a Sumbanese language or Toba Batak. This knowledge often
takes the form of sayings, rhymed couplets, and ritual speech orations---cultural
production that is largely closed off to observers who do not speak that one
indigenous language (and its ritual high registers, to boot).
In light of these factors, Threads of Life’s predominantly Balinese staff is not solely
an advantage for the NGO’s work but could at times be (we suggest) a drawback.
Threads of Life may be making the common mistake that NGOs fall into by
homogenizing the heterogeneous group of people they are trying to help.

Environmental Considerations
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Pak Pong, the ethnobotany and natural dye expert
at Threads of Life.

Attention to weaving “tradition” is obviously important to Threads of Life but
another factor in their organization is their pronounced environmental
consciousness. They display their “Conservation Efforts” prominently on their
website, and highlight “sustainable forest management” as one of their prime goals
in their work in the islands beyond Bali. Indeed, de-forestation of many areas of
Kalimantan and eastern Indonesia is a severe problem for Indonesia. Threads of
Life brings international-level knowledge of sustainable forestry practices to their
weaving revival activities in places like Flores.
Much of this revolves around the NGO’s promotion of natural dye use (for instance,
through encouragement of sustainable dye gardens, as opposed to simply urging
weavers to go back to natural dyes and then have villagers quickly deplete the
surrounding forests of dye plants). The use of natural dyes in itself is generally
considered by international activists to be an environmentally friendly practice, but
Threads of Life takes this rhetorical assumption even further and treats it with
more seriousness.
As part of our fieldwork, we were able to spend two days at the Threads of Life dye
studio in Ubud. Situated behind the main office, the studio opens into a large,
beautiful garden. This is filled with a thriving multitude of small plants, shrubs,
and trees used to make dyes. (See images below of Garden). For example, they
have a morinda tree which is used to create red dyes. The bark from the roots is
harvested to produce a deep red and can also be used for yellow and brown dyes.
The garden also has different varieties of indigo and strobilantes plants, which are
used to create blue dyes. We were able to see the production of this firsthand.
Indeed, Threads of Life staff are happy to arrange for formal lessons like ours, for
any interested travelers or researchers.
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In our lessons we discovered the following. The leaves of the plants are first
soaked in water to extract the color and then are removed from the bath. Next, a
lime salt is added which turns the water a greenish, yellow color. The mixture is
then blended thoroughly and eventually takes on a much darker color, due to
oxidization. Now the dye is ready to be used. By growing the plants to produce
their own dyes, Threads of Life has a large bank full of colors that they can
continually regenerate with little to no negative environmental effects. They can
then recommend these “best practices” dye plants to their partner weaving
communities throughout Indonesia. In other words, this plot is an experimental
garden used for research and teaching purposes, as we experienced during our
lessons at the studio.
Keeping this sense of awareness
towards sustainable practices,
Threads of Life has extended their
efforts far beyond their own dye
garden. For instance (as noted
earlier), in an effort to promote
dialogue and revive old weaving
practices, Threads of Life hosted
two ambitious weaving conferences in 2005 and 2006. (picture of conference
shown at right). Foundation-funded, these meetings provided a forum for weavers
from all over Indonesia to come together and share knowledge as well as address
problems. After the conference in 2005, Threads of Life staffers discovered that
there was a severe shortage of symplocos trees. The symplocos tree produces the
aluminum salt needed as mordants to make many different natural dyes.
Increasing deforestation in eastern Indonesia has led to a decrease in the number
of these trees and thus has made the process of creating dyes more difficult, if not
impossible in many regions such as Sumba.
Threads of Life conducted several experiments on this tree and found that the
richest aluminum salt content comes from the fallen leaves. Furthermore, they
found a large population of especially healthy symplocos trees in a national forest
in West Flores. Now, the Threads of Life staff harvests and manufactures the
aluminum salt found in symplocos leaves in this forest. They process and package
a powder made from the fallen leaves to send to weavers all around
Indonesia. Because the entire symplocos
tree has some level of aluminum salt
content, the complete tree was often
destroyed by villagers in their search for
mordant.
Threads of Life’s discovery curbed the
effects of deforestation of this tree
specifically by working with tropical
botanists at Kew Gardens in London to
conduct experiments to find exactly
which part of the tree had the highest
content. By using the fallen leaves,
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Threads of Life conserves the population
of these trees while still providing high
quality aluminum salt powder to those who need it. Also, this arrangement makes
creating and using natural dyes an easier, more sustainable practice.
So, Threads of Life is an NGO that conducts its cultural preservationist mission for
reviving weaving “traditions” throughout Indonesia with environmental impacts in
mind. But, in so doing, they are intervening heavily in Indonesian cultures, as seen
in this same symplocos tree example. The discovery of the symplocos leaves had a
positive effect on weavers but it also may have had some unintended political and
economic consequences in terms of village communities’ overall agency.
Because Threads of Life provides the mordant powder to weaving communities,
these settlements begin to depend on the organization for the salts needed for
their natural dyes. In doing so, a power dynamic is reinforced in which the
Indonesian weavers rely on the foreign Threads of Life staff to help them continue
their textile work, to make money to support themselves. This arrangement may in
part perpetuate difference and inequality, despite some demonstrated and
undeniable benefits to local weaving communities.

Reviving Tradition
Threads of Life attempts to conserve old textiles by recreating high quality replicas
through the use of traditional weaving, dyeing, and tying techniques. Often the
organization is faced with the challenge of reviving various weaving traditions that
have passed from the scene. Threads of Life strongly encourages, and at times
demands, that commissioned weavers use natural dyes and traditional dying
methods. A naturally dyed textile is more valuable and generally considered
better quality
than a cloth
dyed
synthetically.
However, an
increasing
number of
women no
longer use
natural dyes
because
Threads of Life commissioned a weaver to make a copy of the
dark red, middle textile. Due to loss of knowledge about the dye
synthetic dyes
process, the first textile made (textile displayed on the bottom)
allow for much
faded to a light brown. After additional attempts, the weaver is
easier and
almost able to recreate the original textile (top textile).
quicker color
processing. As a
result, many weavers do not know the secret dye recipe of their ancestors which
yielded rich colors and rarely faded over the years. Threads of Life urges weavers
to re-learn the old traditions. They provide weavers with the necessary depleted
supplies and they help revive lost knowledge. Why some of this textile knowledge
got lost in the first place (and has stayed lost) does not seem to be as prime a
concern as is revival.
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In addition to reviving the traditional use of natural dyes in ikat production,
Threads of Life also attempts to revive old patterns and motifs. The directors and
staff of Threads of Life will give a weaver an older cloth as a pattern cloth (a sort of
template) and ask the weaver to replicate the cloth at the same high quality. The
designs present in the field of the textile, along the fringe, or in the supplementary
work may be intricate and beautiful patterns that are no longer
produced in the region. During
one of our visits to Threads of
Life, William Ingram mentioned
one specific instance when a
staff member showed pictures of
an antique Timor ikat to a
weaver in Timor and asked the
weaver to revive the specific
patterns. The weaver did not
know how to create the pattern
as the knowledge of the specific
Original textile shown on bottom, and replica
design was lost. However, after
commissioned by Threads of Life
many attempts she was able to
produce an ikat of similar quality
with the same pattern.  
It is notable that this sort of revival effort to bring back old textile-making
conventions is taking place at a time of increasing technological modernization of
“traditional textiles” worldwide, as detailed in some of the articles in Patricia A.
McAnany and Walter Little, editors, Textile Economies: Power and Value from the
Local to the Transnational (2011).   

Threads of Life Ikat Textile Marketing

As noted, Threads of Life is quite
forthrightly set up as a selfsustaining business that both
empowers Indonesian, local-level
weavers, cloth-designers, and
dyers and brings in enough cash
flow on a regular basis from the
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sale of weavers’ products to
allow the NGO to continue its
work on into the future. The
Threads of Life mission consists
Threads of Life shop, Ubud. The video shows village
of doing research on Indonesianscenes
area heritage textiles and clothof weavers and dyers at work.
making technologies and
encouraging villagers and townspeople in places like Flores and Sumba to use (or
to return to) natural dye processes and older ikatting and weaving techniques and
technologies. Threads of Life seeks to aid traditional cloth designers, dyers, and
weavers in their efforts to maintain high standards of cloth-making excellence, in
terms of subtlety of dye color, motif complexity, and thread type. In this presentday age of cheap, factory-produced textiles throughout Asia, all of these high
standards for old-style weaving cost money to maintain. Local weavers have long
been tempted to use more industrialized processes of cloth production, for quick
profits. Cloth quality can suffer. Threads of Life is organized so as to counter these
large-scale processes of commercialization. The idea of “old traditions” of dyeing
and weaving excellence is an integral part of the Threads of Life ethos but also lies
at the heart of its business plan and marketing strategy.
This can be seen from a glance at their website, at www.threadsoflife.org. Several
photographs there are representation of their self-presentation. In the sub-section
on “Conservation Efforts,” for instance, two middle aged women dressed in village
attire with old-style hair do’s are shown sitting on the ground, clearly in a rural
village. They are working with natural dye substances in a large dyepot. Off to the
side is a smaller ceramic dyepot. This image reinforces the NGO’s predominant
focus on “traditional Indonesian life,” in villages, in the so-called outer islands
beyond Java and Bali. In a website section on the NGO’s textile revival activities in
the island of Flores, older men and women are shown, again in very traditional
dress, in markedly “traditional looking villages,” with thatch roof homes and
stonework. The women are generally shown wearing local ikat sarongs (not batik
sarongs, which pervade the archipelago), often with ivory bracelets on their wrists.
These are all markers of very localized ethnic identity within Flores and such
images do stand in contrast to the national Indonesian dress standard of batik
sarong and lacey kebaya jacket for women, with a batik shoulder cloth, and peci
hat, formal shirt, and dark slacks for men. More urbanized fashion styles consist
of Western type clothing for both sexes, with the addition of head coverings
(jilbab) for Muslim women. Threads of Life’s website imageries of the body, in fact,
have little reference to any world religion, although most Eastern Indonesians are
at least nominally Christian and sizeable numbers are Muslim.
woman crafter
Threads of Life’s sales strategy is also cleverly designed to evoke these same
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storied oldtraditions, as the NGO aids local weaving communities which are
presented to website publics as needy, deeply impoverished, and ‘culturally rich.’
Actual buyers of Threads of Life textiles get an additional image of village life: an
actual photograph of the woman who has crafted their new purchase. When
customers visit the Ubud shop on Jl, Kajeng and directly buy a fine cloth made by a
Threads of Life partner weaver in a place like Flores or east Sumba, two thirds of
that sum stays with the NGO and one third is sent back to the weaver. But, the
buyer herself or himself receives a postcard-sized color photograph of the weaver
holding her cloth and posing for the camera. This establishes a semblance of a
personal relationship between the buyer in America, say, and the creator of the
weaving; the postcard photograph approach recalls the marketing techniques of
some aid groups that ask Westerners to sponsor impoverished children in so-called
developing countries. The benefactor receives a color photograph of the needy
and grateful child, represented as such.

More Questions and Critiques
If Threads of Life is promoting a return to
traditional weaving and dyeing techniques in
the 21st century, how will the village weaver
women catch up with the technologically
modern world? Their entanglement in a
preservationist enterprise gives their
households some much-needed extra cash, but
does this arrangement also prevent them (or at
least deflect them) from gaining an appropriate
education that would allow members of their
communities to go to college or technical
school and get a good job?
Collaboration with Threads of Life clearly allows
village women to add extra income, but does it really “empower” them? It could be
argued that any weaver learns a great deal about different disciplines (science, art,
culture) in creating fine, naturally dyed ikat textiles; but, these women need still
more, in an Indonesia where many young people on Java, Bali, and Sumatra are
graduating from universities and technical institutes. There are intended and
unintended effects of NGO interventions of these obviously very well-intentioned
sorts. While Threads of Life does provide a measure of economic independence to
indigenous women, they are also inadvertently contributing to a sustained primitive
image of Indonesian culture. The NGO is reinforcing a dichotomy between the
weaving communities and the “modern world.”
Threads of Life wants to keep the tradition of natural dyes and more complex
patterns and motifs alive, but for what purposes? It is important to consider what
is meant by “tradition.” Natural dyes were discovered and developed in pre-colonial
times to dye cloth. Indonesians developed an intimate relationship with nature
through their use of natural dyes. Special powers were attributed to the natural
dyes and only women could tame these forces. Natural dyes became deeply
embedded within Indonesian cultures, but, this knowledge started to fade with the
introduction of chemical dyes. Today, natural dyes have largely disappeared from
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the mainstream, and many NGO’s have taken on the responsibility to revive this
tradition. In an important article entitled “Tradition, Genuine or Spurious”
anthropologists Richard Handler and Jocelyn Linnekin conclude that tradition is not
an unchanging natural entity (Handler and Linnekin, 1984: 287): “Instead we must
understand tradition as a symbolic process that both presupposes past symbolisms
and creatively reinterprets them. In other words, tradition is not a bounded entity
made up of bonded constituent parts, but a process of interpretation, attributing
meaning in the present through making reference to the past.”
The tradition of natural dyes in the present
does not hold exactly the same meaning as
it did when it became a tradition in precolonial times. It can mean something else
entirely. It has not just been revived but
reinvented. Similarly, the tradition itself is
not the same in the present because the
process of using natural dyes was passed
on by word of mouth. Much has been lost
about the process, and plants that thrived in
the past are nearly extinct now. NGO’s like
Threads of Life have had to discover or
rediscover efficient natural dye plants and
processes. Natural dyes in the present are
reminiscent of the past; they evoke a certain
integrity purportedly found in that imagined
Pak Pong tells us about natural dye
past. Furthermore, to outsiders natural dyes
substances
have come to represent environmental
in one of our lessons at Threads of Life.
awareness and sustainability while also
symbolizing the current global trend of green consumerism.
It is clear that Threads of Life and similar NGO’s seek to revive traditional cloth
production practices to preserve cultural integrity, but they have also tied new
meaning to these practices, especially the natural dyes. As noted in the section on
natural dyes (Natural Dye Link), Threads of Life emphasizes the fact that
Indonesians do want to preserve this tradition of natural dyes. Is this really the
case? Why exactly do Indonesians want to preserve this tradition? Is “tradition” of
this sort in need of saving? And, how does the meaning behind the reinvented
tradition translate to Indonesians? These questions reveal the “double edge of NGO
interventions” in which thoroughly well-intentioned organizations seek to
maximize input by indigenous partners but also impose change, reflecting outside
priorities and ignoring local perspectives.
The objective to revive “tradition” may be a way in which this NGO legitimizes itself
morally and economically. A language of “old weaving traditions” provides them
with a reason to implement neoliberal economic models in order to aid
impoverished communities. Somewhat veiled in these processes are the ways that
neoliberalism itself reinforces these communities’ persistent impoverishment.
The Future of Threads of Life?
Finally, it is important to address
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the future and sustainability of
Threads of Life. When we asked
the director Jean Howe in an
interview in the summer of 2012
about the future of the
organization, she responded
with a realistic, level-headed
answer. Most of the weaving
communities that Threads of Life
are involved with are very remote
from Bali. Weavers cannot
Tricia Giglio and Hana Carey examine a Toraja textile
independently market or sell
under
their textiles to a well-off,
the guidance of Threads of Life co-founder, Jean Howe.
internationalized clientele. Howe
admits that these weavers are
wholly dependent on the Balinese field staff who can transport and market their
textiles. Although Threads of Life has ensured that their Balinese staff is well
trained, there is no guarantee that the staff will have the drive or desire to
continue Threads of Life after the organization’s founders are gone. Howe also
states that foundation and grant funding will be difficult to gain after Ingram and
herself are gone. Threads of Life is currently attempting to set up a business in
hopes that the business’s income will be a source of funding for the NGO’s
weaving partnerships in the future. In addition, Threads of Life is building two
houses near Ubud which they hope to rent to expatriates and then use those funds
for the NGO’s needs.
Howe’s honest response displays both hope and anxiety, as well as vulnerability.
Will Threads of Life continue to help empower female weavers and revive
“tradition” after Howe and Ingram leave the organization? Or will the organization
plunder in their absence, and leave those dependent weavers without any buyers,
struggling to make ends meet?
Tun Jugah Foundation of Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia: An Indigenous NGO
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Tun JugahIn contrast to Bali’s Threads of Life NGO, the Tun Jugah Foundation in
the thriving commercial city of Kuching in Sarawak was founded by people from
Sarawak itself, by members of a politically prominent Iban family. The foundation
is named after the man who inspired it: the late Tun Datuk Patinggi Tan Sri
Temenggong Jugah Anak Barieng, a former governor of Sarawak State and a
business pioneer there (Sutlive 1992). He highlighted his dual or even triple
identities in formally posed photographs, which can be seen on the foundation’s
website at www.tunjugahfoundation.org.my. There he appears in a Western-style
formal business suit but with a distinctly Iban hair cut (a sort of bowl cut). His
elongated earlobes for ceremonial earrings (another Iban diagnostic symbol) are
also evident. Tun Jugah was at once a modern citizen of the world, a Malaysian
public figure, and an Iban chief.(Above left: (Above: Tun Jugah’s image is displayed
above natural and synthetic dye materials at the Tun Jugah Foundation.)

Sarawak River and skyline, Kuching, Malaysia
Sarawak River and skyline
Kuching, Malaysia
The foundation occupies comfortable,
modernistic quarters in an upper floor
of a luxury high-rise building of
upscale stores and business offices in
downtown Kuching, near the Sarawak
River. This building itself is named
the Tun Jugah Tower; citizens are left
in no doubt about the political
prominence of this family.

Sarawak River and skyline
Kuching, Malaysia

The textile arm of the foundation is dedicated to the preservation of old pua cloth
weaving and ikat design techniques. The foundation’s main offices in the Kuching
tower includes a small, international-style research library with study tables,
several international-style museum galleries displaying old and new pua ikats and
Iban beadwork, and an expansive weaving floor (that is, a studio space). Most
days during the work week, several women weavers and ikat tyers come in to this
weaving pavilion to work on their pua-in-progress. Visitors to the Tun Jugah
Foundation are invited to observe the pua weaving and design work and also to
chat with the craftswomen as they work at their looms. The weavers range in age
from their twenties to their eighties (the latter, in the case of Tun Jugah’s own
youngest daughter). One of Tun Jugah’s granddaughters is a docent in the
museum and in a nearby room that shows natural dye materials and ikat tying
technologies.
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Visitors to the weaving studio and museum include Sarawak residents of all ages
as well as international tourists. Kuching is a scenic old trade town and a gateway
to Sarawak’s interior, upriver Iban villages. Tourism in the state is increasing, and
the city of Kuching has famous museums such as the colonial-era Ethnological
Museum and a state textile museum (devoted largely to pua but also showcasing
the textile traditions of Sarawak’s Chinese and Malay communities). These
museums act as a further draw to tourists; hotel staffs and travel agencies tell
visitors not only about the scenic 5 pm cruises on the Sarawak River and the city’s
museums but also about the Tun Jugah Foundation and their pua cloth displays
and educational activities.
Overall, this prosperous-looking foundation located high up in the imposing Tun
Jugah Tower consciously blends architecture and imageries of Malaysian and wider
Southeast Asian technological and architectural modernity with “pua cloth
traditionalism.” This is done to promote Iban heritage today with pride and also
with museum design and commercial savvy. In-person and on-line visitors to the
Tun Jugah Foundation are encouraged to purchase one of the excellent pua ikats
that the foundation weavers produce. The Tun Jugah Foundation presents Iban
weaving and dyeing traditions as a key component of Iban modernity, seen
proudly as such.
History of Tun Jugah Foundation.
The Tun Jugah Foundation, founded in 1985,
aims to “preserve and promote” Iban culture in a
broad sense. The Iban people live mainly in
Sarawak in Malaysia; the closely related Dayak
peoples live in Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo).
As mentioned, the founder Tun Jugah Anak
Barieng (1903-1981) was a Malaysian politician
and an extremely well-liked chief of the Iban for
over fifty years. His relatives started the
foundation in his memory to keep Iban culture,
art and language alive and to create a global
understanding of Iban culture. Indeed, in its
English-language brochures and website, the
Tun Jugah Foundation does use those very
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terms: a “society,” the Iban, having a culture and
a distinct art and a namable language.
The foundation’s well-produced brochure and
website detail the organization’s various
endeavors. They sponsor research on all aspects
Pua textile, Iban weaver, shown
of Iban traditional culture, especially oral
in exhibition. See Textiles in the
Exhibition.
folklore and old weaving and dyeing styles. The
foundation seeks to “preserve and promote the
traditional methods of Iban weaving, for the benefit of the community and the
general public.” Further, they encourage the publication and public accessibility of
books on such research. They are forthrightly preservationist in their aims but
they also clearly put such goals within a larger framework of Iban modern life. This
is shown in the way they approach pua weaving.
Pua Cloths—In Kuching and the World
The major ritual textile woven by the Iban is the pua and the Tun Jugah
Foundation revolves around this magnificent ikat cloth type. This ceremonial cloth
is often used in rituals involving rites of passage, such as births or funerals. Pua
are also material-form invocations to the Iban spirit world, and their designs act as
mnemonics for telling old stories and myths about the spirits and the tropical
forests.
A pua is a handwoven warp ikat typically done in earthy tones of browns and reds,
with natural dyes. The motifs are inspired by the environment of the region and
pua can sometimes serve as a visual chronicle of beliefs and values, as a kind of
memory-jogger for sacred narratives. Women’s secret knowledge in particular is
often indexed by important pua cloths. These textiles are definitely works of
women’s hands. In fact, preparing the yarns for weaving a fine pua is sometimes
called “the women’s warpath,” in contradistinction to the men’s warpath, which was
once a more literal one of going to battle against enemies and taking their heads.
Figures like crocodiles or frogs are depicted in the motifs to represent spirits or
omens (the latter are very important in pua interpretation and village use). The
largest, most well-known form of pua is known as the pua kumbu which are
extremely large and made from two blanket-sized textiles sewn together. This
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cloth is often used in marriage ceremonies or as a part of dowry paid by the
bride’s parents. The ability to weave a large and fine pua was even once seen as a
marker that a girl was ready for marriage. Clearly, the textile in and of itself as well
as the actual weaving of it are both important aspects of Iban culture and women’s
knowledge and daily practice there.
As mentioned, one of the main projects of the Tun Jugah Foundation is to protect
traditional Iban weaving techniques as well as to promote a greater global
understanding of Iban textiles. But in effect, the Foundation is also working to
make old-style pua weaving an integral part of Kuching city and Sarawak state
modernity.

As we found in interviews with Shirley Vilin
Ikok, the weaving coordinator at Tun Jugah,
the textile museum and gallery within the
Foundation aim to create high quality woven
textiles for both local and international
markets. (One such interview is shown on the
right). She went on to tell us that
modernization has led many weavers to
forget the traditional weaving techniques and
shift to chemical dyes and machine woven
fabrics. She told us proudly that the Tun
Jugah Foundation was established to bring
back more traditional techniques before they
are lost. Furthermore, she told us, the
Foundation works to promote Iban textiles
outside of Sarawak. In an effort to spread understanding about Iban weaving, the
foundation, for example, organized an international exhibit of fabrics in the United
States. This exhibition included weaving demonstrations and was co-organized
with the Muscatel Museum of Art at the College of William and Mary in 1998, with
National Science Foundation support. A catalogue entitled Ties that Bind, by Datuk
Amar Margaret Linggi (1998) accompanied the exhibition, which Shirley
enthusiastically showed us. In effect she also saw her brief work with us in
interviews and tours of the Tun Jugah weaving floor as part of the foundation’s
overall project of bringing knowledge of and appreciation for pua weaving to broad
publics. She seems to see her work as outreach education. The foundation works
to not only sustain Iban cultural traditions but to actually improve the quality of
Iban textiles for, more specifically, a modern world.
Tun Jugah Foundation Today
There was definitely a
professional and
scholarly feel to the
Tun Jugah Foundation
when we first walked
in, but we came to see
how laid back and
relaxed it was in
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several return visits in
summer 2012. There
were not more than
four or five weavers
there that day, the first
day we arrived. Shirley Vilin Ikok, the main weaving coordinator but also an
important research assistant for the foundation, told us that some women had
called in sick that day or had given her some other excuse for not coming in to
weave on the studio floor. This was not uncommon (note: lack of weavers in
picture above). It was hard to get the weavers to come in, Shirley laments; it is also
hard to recruit weavers, especially younger women. The youngest weaver is 18,
and she is a college student – and thus probably destined for a non-weaving
professional life. Many contemporary Iban women living in Kuching and nearby do
not have much desire to learn weaving because they are more interested in
receiving a formal education and work in hospitals, universities, city businesses, or
Kuching’s increasing numbers of international firms.
Shirley learned to weave from her mother and grandmother, but most of the
craftswomen at the Tun Jugah Foundation learned how to weave there. We were
shown a pua that costs about 3,300 Malaysian ringgit or US$1,100 (shown below).
Most orders are from foreign collectors for this large a cloth.

In the weaving pavilion, there were several looms but most of them were empty.
Most women were still in the process of tying designs onto the threads. Weavers in
the “old days” got inspiration for designs from dreams (for instance, from a dream
about walking in the tropical forest and seeing various animals crouching along
the path. The animal figures would then appear in the woman’s pua plans). But,
dream inspiration is not so common today, Shirley told us. Weavers now tend to
work off of pieces of paper with specific designs drawn onto them; craftswomen
often use children’s schoolbook graph paper for this. But, weavers only use these
grids as guidelines and are free to incorporate their own personal creativity into
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the design. This is a long-time boast in pua weaving: that individual weaver women
have personal, individualized creativity in designing a cloth.

When talking to one weaver we found that she had been working on one pua for
about two years and was almost finished. She clearly claimed this wonderful cloth
as her own work.
The weaving area led to the actual
museum (shown on left), which featured
artifacts and information about Tun
Jugah himself as well as a large number
of magnificent old pua textiles. There
was a special show on Iban beadwork
and bead trading with the larger world.
The museum was small but quite
sophisticated and well-designed.
Before entering the museum per se,
there was a “Dye Room,” which weavers
used for commercial dyes. We were informed that the weavers took their tied
threads home to naturally dye them. In a different room, the foundation featured
an chemical dyesexhibit on natural dyestuff and the natural dye process. There
was also a small number of chemical dyes on display (dye exhibit shown on right).
We met the curator of the museum, Janet Rata Noel; she welcomed us formally.
She suggested that we visit the Foundation’s small research library, as it had good
resource materials about Southeast Asian textiles. Throughout our tour, Iban pua
cloths were nested down within a professional, internationalized museum setting,
which was of course located in one of Kuching’s most overtly up-todate
skyscrapers.
Ideology of the Tun Jugah Foundation
What imageries of ikat cloth and ikat heritage are promoted in the Tun Jugah
Foundation’s material culture and physical spaces? We found this to be strikingly
different from the ikat imaginary promoted by Threads of Life in Ubud, Bali.
Tun Jugah Foundation pua cloths are items of traditional lore presented as being of
intense interest to modern-day international collectors and to modern-day scholars
from the humanities and social sciences. The foundation’s weavers are women
based in Kuching city life, and sometimes enrolled in college. They are part of
families with university hopes and plans, aiming toward jobs in fields such as
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Sarawak’s burgeoning energy sector. Museum displays of pua technologies and
products are an integral part of this world, with no apologies.
The Larger Kuching City Scene: Iban Arts for Sale
On the main shopping street in the bustling city of Kuching tourists can encounter
all manner of “things Iban,” all for sale. In our brief stay in the city we found that
these products included antique pua cloths, in art dealers’ shops; recently woven
pua (or rather, pua-style) ikats, of varying quality; trinkets such as coin purses
decorated with motifs from Iban longhouse carving; and children’s t-shirts that
played on both Iban cultural motifs and on the name of the city (in Malay, the
word kuching means cat). Some of our fieldwork photographs show this range of
Iban (and cat) kitsch. Many of the shopowners are Chinese-Malaysians who have
long been in the business of marketing Sarawak ethnicities to travelers.

This trinket-street stands in contrast to the seriousness of the Tun Jugah
Foundation but undeniably has a good deal of commercial verve to it. Off on a
side street is another establishment: an Iban-owned small restaurant offering
traditional longhouse cuisine in a buffet every day at lunchtime. Kuching is very
much that sort of city: Ethnicity, Inc., to borrow a phrase from John and Jean
Comaroff.
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For Further Reading
All of the major general overview studies of Indonesian and Sarawak textiles have
sections of Iban cloth (for instance, Gittinger, 1990; Fraser-Lu 1990; Maxwell
2003). See also Joseph Fischer, 1979, Threads of Tradition: Textiles of Indonesia
and Sarawak (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press. For general
background on the Iban, see Vinson Sutlive, The Iban of Sarawak: Chronicle of a
Vanishing World (1988, Waveland Press).
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Our research team (Professor Susan Rodgers, student docents Hana Carey, ’13,
Tricia Giglio, ’14, Martha Walters, ’14) was fortunate to have generous funding
from the Andrew W. Mellon program for joint faculty/student summer research in
the humanities and social sciences, at Holy Cross. This allowed us to do nine
weeks of intensive study of the ikat textiles in the exhibition in summer 2012. We
spent the first three weeks on campus in intensive study of the published
scholarship on Southeast Asian textiles. Cantor Art Gallery director Roger Hankins
helped us to work directly with the ikats slated to be in the exhibition. We then
spent 20 days in Bali and five days in Kuching, interviewing ikat producers and
consumers. The last weeks of the summer project was spent back on campus,
consolidating our fieldwork findings and photographs and videos of weavers at
work. During fall semester 2012 the research team did a Directed Research course
in anthropology, designing and writing our website. The following photographs
illustrate some of our fieldwork in Southeast Asia.
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